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„Do you know a European capital
where you can enjoy fine dining
in a UFO whilst looking at
a beautiful medieval castle?“
„WE DO!“
(Bratislava)

EUROPEAN UNION

This project is co-nanced
by ERDF funds.
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BUREAU

www.slovakconvention.sk | www.slovakia.travel
e-mail: scb@sacr.sk
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Welcome Messages
Message from the ICCA President
Welcome to Antalya!
My four years as ICCA President will be coming to an end at this Congress, so my first task is to
thank the many members from all parts of the world who have welcomed me to their countries,
and who have shared with me their visions for the future of our industry and their wishes for
the development of our unique association. Whilst members have been passionate about ICCA
whenever I have met them, our community only really comes to vibrant life during the annual
Congress, and I have no doubt that this year’s event will follow in this fine tradition.
As always, we have a wonderful education programme in store, designed from scratch to bring in
new perspectives and to enable members to share insights and experiences. We’ll hear from top
corporate and association clients, innovators who are re-imagining the future of meetings, and
business gurus from outside our normal circles. We’ve continued to invest in expert moderators
and experimental formats, our speakers will be drawn from all regions of the world, and perhaps
the biggest challenge will be deciding which sessions to participate in!
Our Turkish hosts are planning an excellent social programme, and will be showcasing their
culture and hospitality, and being based in neighboring congress hotels with 24 hour service
means that the networking and business discussions can continue non-stop throughout our stay.
I have really enjoyed my time as your President, I am proud of the innovations and investments
we have made on your behalf over the last four years, and I hope that every delegate works
hard to extract the maximum possible value from your time at this year’s Congress. The more
you put into ICCA, the more value you will gain!
With best wishes, and deepest thanks for your kindness and support,

Arnaldo Nardone
President
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Dear ICCA Delegates, Dear Friends,
It is our great pleasure welcoming you in Antalya. Our journey began with the presentation
of our bid to host the 53rd ICCA Congress and from that moment on we have been looking
forward to this day.
Within the last 20 years we have witnessed a lot of changes in our city, concerning the
infrastructure of leisure and meeting industry. In 2013, 12 million guests visited Antalya and
the latest statistics indicate a rise of 7% in 2014 – not only for leisure but also for congresses,
conventions and incentives.  Antalya features more than 300 five star hotels, 600,000 beds and
over 175,000 seating capacity for congresses and conventions. Antalya International Airport
was awarded the best prize for airports in 20-25 million passengers per year category.
For Antalya, the 53rd ICCA Congress is a great opportunity to show its great potential for the
Meeting Industry. We believe that this congress will be an important milestone for Antalya as
a MICE Destination.
As we mentioned in our presentations, we would like to highlight here once again, that this
Congress will be the first All-inclusive Congress in the history of ICCA.
We are happy to be the host for the elections of the new ICCA president.
We would like to thank Mr. Arnaldo Nardone for his support during his presidency for the 2014
Antalya Congress.
For the elections of the future presidency we would like to wish good luck for all the candidates.
Sincerely yours,

Nizamettin Şen
President, Local Host Committee

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014
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Addresses

Official venues & hotels
Susesi Luxury Resort (1)
İskele Mevkii, Belek, Antalya
Phone: +90 242 7102400
www.susesihotel.com
Cornelia Diamond Hotel (2)
İskele Mevkii, Belek, Antalya
Phone: +90 242 7101500
Website: www.corneliaresort.com
Social Venues
2 November – Welcome reception
Cornelia Diamond Hotel (2)
İskele Mevkii, Belek, Antalya
Phone: +90 242 7101500
www.corneliaresort.com
3 November – Istanbul CAT night
Titanic Deluxe Belek (3)
Uckumtepesi Besgoz Caddesi 72/1
Kadriye/Belek - Antalya
Phone: +90 242 7104444
www.titanic.com.tr/titanicDeluxeBelek
4 November– Turkish Delights dinner
Regnum Carya Gold and Spa Resort (4)
Kadriye Bölgesi, Üçkum Tepesi Mevkii
Belek - Antalya
Phone: +90 242 7103434
www.regnumhotels.com

Titanic Deluxe Belek

4

Regnum Carya
Golf and Spa Resort

Cornelia Diamond
Golf Resort & Spa

2
1

Susesi Luxury Resort
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Useful Information

WiFi
WiFi will be offered free of charge to all delegates throughout both venues. Please use the
following network to connect to the Wi-Fi. No password is required.
Network: Konnect@ICCA
Registration
The registration/information desk and SpotMe desk are located near the main entrance on  the first
floor of the Susesi Convention Center on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. From Monday to Wednesday,
the desk will be located in the foyer on the ground floor of the Susesi Convention Center.
Opening Times
Friday 31 October			
Saturday 1 November 		
Sunday 2 November 		
Monday 3 November 		
Tuesday 4 November 		
Wednesday 5 November 		

14.00-18.00
08.30-18.00
08.30-18.00
08.30-17.30
08.30-17.30
09.00-16.00

Tour Desk
For questions regarding the Accompanying Guests’ programme, the tours or local information,
please visit the tour desk situated in the registration area on the first floor of the Susesi
Convention Center. On Friday, Saturday and Sunday. From Monday to Wednesday, the desk will
be located in the foyer on the ground floor of the Susesi Convention Center. The opening times
are the same as the opening times of the registration desk.
Return transfers
In order to arrange your return transfer, please visit transfers located by the registration area and
confirm your departure time.  We encourage delegates who have provided their departure details
through ICCA’s online registration page to also reconfirm their transfers on-site.  Return transfers
are provided from 12:00 onwards on 5 November and throughout on 6 November.
SpotMe
Co-sponsored by South African Tourism,
Shanghai Municipal Tourism Administration and
Oman Ministry of Tourism

LOGO

SpotMe is once again the trusted event app
partner for ICCA. Use the SpotMe app to network through business card exchange, message
with presenters and other participants, schedule appointments, manage your agenda, complete
surveys, and navigate the entire event.
SpotMe helps clients transform high-stakes meetings and events into interactive, engaging
experiences. Event professionals from Intel, PwC, Red Hat, Novartis, the European Society for Organ
Transplantation, and other leading organizations rely on SpotMe to drive ideation, networking,
team building, strategy rollouts, and education. Since 2001, SpotMe teams have worked handin-hand with over 3,500 event production teams, serving 1M participants on location around the
globe. From this firsthand experience, SpotMe offers a proven portfolio of tools, activities, and
methodologies, plus unrivaled expertise to design, develop, and produce that extra special custom
activity. Learn more at www.spotme.com
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Ambulance		
Fire department
Police department

: 112
: 110
: 155

Currency
Turkish currency is called Turkish Lira and is abbreviated as TRY (currency sign is ¨). The
currency subunit is Kuruş and one Turkish Lira is equal to 100 Kuruş.  The denominations of
paper notes are 200, 100, 50, 20, 10, 5 Turkish Liras and coins are 1 Turkish Lira and 50, 25,
10, 5, 1 Kuruş.
Credit cards are accepted at the majority of hotels, shops and stores. Currency exchange is
available at the Antalya Airport Terminal 1 and 2 through Garanti Bank branches and hotel
receptions for most convertible currencies. Cash withdrawal machines can be found at the
Antalya Airport and an interbank network cash machine is also located by the entrance of Susesi
Luxury Resort.
Tipping
Tips are generally modest in Turkey and you may tip in any currency as long as you tip in bank
notes. In most cases, you cannot include the tip on a credit card charge, tips should be in cash.
Service charge may be included in prices for some restaurants and it is best to check the bill
to see if you are already charged. In cases where service fee is not included in the bill 10-15%
of the fare is will be appreciated as tip. Airport porters usually have a set pricing per bag or
cart and hotel porters are happy with around 5 Turkish Liras per bag and it is up to the guest to
leave a similar amount to housekeeping per day if you are pleased with the service. No tipping
is required for taxi fees but payment can be made by rounding the fare up to a convenient
amount.
Smoking
The ICCA Congress is a non-smoking event and smoking is prohibited throughout the venues.
Coffee Zones
There will be various coffee zones and coffee and tea will be available
throughout the day. The zones are:
LOGO
Internet cafe zone
Business Partner zone
#ICCAWorld Social Lounge
Silent Auction zone
Business Exchange/Expert Advice Appointment zone (Sponsored by Eventsforce Solutions Ltd.)
Prayer Room
Prayer rooms are available in both the Cornelia (ground floor) and Susesi (first floor).

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014
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Useful Information

Join the online #ICCAWorld conversation
We encourage everyone to use social media as a way to add
value to the ICCA Congress. Here are some tips for using the
most popular social media channels:
Join the online conversation on Twitter using the official
ICCA community hashtag: #ICCAWorld.
Follow @ICCAWORLD and engage with the ICCA online
community in the following ways:
• Share the hottest content and key takeaways of ICCA
Congress Sessions with the ICCA community, using #ICCAWorld
• Follow #ICCAWorld on Twitter and engage with other members
• Ask the ICCA online community for advice
• Share your ICCA activities
An #ICCAWORLD Twitter feed will be shared on social media screens throughout the venues
during the Congress.
Like our Facebook page on facebook.com/iccaworld, and share your pictures and videos
by tagging the “ICCA World” page in your post, or by using hashtag #ICCAWorld. Join the
“53rd ICCA Congress” Event page on Facebook.
Join the discussion and get advice from the experts in the official ICCA members-only
LinkedIn group, called: “ICCAWORLD” and follow ICCA on LinkedIn.
Please consider using these social media themes:
#RoadtoAntalya: Share images, tips and advice on your journey to- and preparations for the
#ICCAWorld Congress in Antalya.
#SelfICCA: Share your selfies at the #ICCAWorld Congress:
• Share the ICCA family love and take a creative selfie of yourself and other members at the
ICCA Congress in Antalya. The more the merrier!
• Special ‘selfie sticks’ will be available at the #ICCAWorld Social Lounge and from ICCA staff
and students, so that you can include more members in the picture!
• Post it on Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag #ICCAWorld (and #SelfICCA) or on the
“53rd ICCA Congress” Event page on Facebook.
Other social media channels:
• Flickr: Find ICCA Congress pictures on flickr.com/iccaworld
• YouTube: Find ICCA Congress videos on youtube.com/iccaworld
• Instagram: Find ICCA pictures on instagram.com/iccaworld and use #ICCAWorld to share
pictures with the ICCA community.
Press information
Visit the press section on the ICCA Congress website for an ICCA press kit, latest press releases
and story ideas.
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Should you want to do an interview with ICCA President Arnaldo Nardone or ICCA CEO Martin
Sirk during the Congress, please contact Martin Sirk (mobile: +31-6-5349 0489; email: m.sirk@
icca.nl). For other media enquiries please contact Mathijs Vleeming (phone: +31 6 5050 4931;
email: mathijs@icca.nl).
Congress pictures
All pictures taken by the official Congress photographers will be made available in high-res on
ICCA’s Flickr account, which you can access via the ICCA Congress website.
ICCA Congress Daily by CAT Publications
Traditionally, the ICCA Congress Daily, published by CAT Publications, will be
available in hard copy during the Congress. PDF versions will be uploaded to
the ICCA Congress website. Should you have any story ideas for the editorial
team, please contact James Lancaster at JLancaster@cat-publications.com or
+44 1342 306700.

PUBLICATIONS

Silent Auction
At the 2014 ICCA Congress, delegates are given the opportunity to bid for fantastic prizes
that have been donated by ICCA members from around the globe. 100% of the money raised
goes to the ICCA Education Fund, which financially supports initiatives such as the Forum for
Young Professionals held during EIBTM and AIME. These two forums educate young meeting
professionals; both ICCA members and association meeting planners.
A Silent Auction prize guide with a detailed explanation of all prizes will be available in the
SpotMe App. The prizes will also be on display on the ground floor foyer of the Susesi Convention
Center during the ICCA Congress, so be sure to stop by!
The ICCA Silent Auction will start on-site in Antalya, once the ICCA Congress has started. Then
all delegates will be able to place bids with their SpotMe app. Bids for each item are anonymous
and the highest bid received by Tuesday, 4th November, 15:45 local time in Antalya, Turkey will
win the prize. Winners will be notified via their SpotMe App and will be able to collect and pay
for their prize(s) at the Silent Auction desk (located at the registration desk). Payments must be
made onsite in euro via credit card.

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014
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Useful Information

ICCA Best PR Award
In association with International Meetings Review
The ICCA Best PR Award recognises exceptional PR performance by ICCA
members, covering both traditional print and web/social media channels. The
unique feature of the ICCA Best PR Award competition, in association with
International Meetings Review (IMR), is that there is no need to actually send
in an entry! In fact, you can’t enter in the traditional sense. Instead IMR
and ICCA have been evaluating print and web/social media channels over the
course of the year, looking out for high-visibility coverage, for strong storytelling, for brand consistency, for innovative and creative ways of successfully using web and
social media channels, for PR that showcases success or helps to overcome a crisis.
A shortlist of candidates will be presented before the ICCA Congress. The winner of the Best PR
Award will be announced at the Closing Ceremony on Wednesday 5 November. The candidates
on the shortlist are invited to give a short presentation on their PR strategy in the “PR Excellence
– Learning from the best” session.
For more information, please visit bestpraward.iccaworld.com
Business Exchange
All Business Exchange (BE) participants have a (BE) symbol printed on their badge. This will
make it easier to identify other BE participants.
Business Exchange Coffee Zone
A dedicated area will be available from Sunday 2 November to Wednesday 5 November
throughout the day on the ground floor of the Susesi Convention Center. This zone can be used
as a meeting place to exchange information.
Business Exchange Sessions
The following Business Exchange Sessions will be held:
Sunday 2 November, 12.00-13.00, Citrine I, Cornelia (10 Minute BE Introduction & 4 rounds of
10 minutes each)
Sunday 2 November, 14.30-15.30, Citrine I, Cornelia (5 rounds of 10 minutes each)
Monday 3 November, 17.45-18.45, Citrine I, Cornelia (5 rounds of 10 minutes each)
The tables will be numbered to aid you in finding each other. Appointments can be made in
advance, or during the Congress via email and the SpotMe app. During the Session you will be
able to look for your BE appointments via the SpotMe app. Most delegates will have a picture
uploaded, so you will be able to recognise each other. In addition to that, the tables will be
numbered. In case you cannot find each other during the round, you can sit down at any table
with two spots free and use the SpotMe app to send your appointment a message telling them
you have an appointment & at which table you are able to meet them.
Please note; you are responsible for making your own appointments. Business Exchange
participants are free to contact each other to exchange business throughout the Congress. You will
not be provided with appointments. You can pre-schedule your meetings using the SpotMe app.
Business Exchange Time & place for extra preparations
Room Kastamonu (Susesi Convention Center first floor), will be available for preparations during
the Congress, outside of the time slots when ICCA Data Workshops are being held.

Beurs van Berlage
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
12-15 July 2015

ICCA Research, Sales and Marketing
Programme
rsmp15.iccaworld.com
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Useful Information

Continuing Education Contact Hours
Continuing Education Contact Hours (CECH) for the Certified Meeting Professional (CMP)
Designation and Recertification.
ICCA supports the aims of the Convention Industry Council in promoting the CMP designation as
a respected professional certification programme. CECHs are necessary for the submission of the
CMP application and CMP re-certification. Education sessions applicable for CECHs are indicated
in the programme, including the number of hours which can be obtained and the corresponding
CMP International Standards section. For more information on the CMP programme visit the
Convention Industry Council website at www.conventionindustry.org.
At the end of each qualifying session, you must scan the QR code on the screen using your
SpotMe device in order to receive the points. Please speak with the ICCA representative in the
room if you have any queries. You must be present for the full session in order to obtain your
CECHs. After the congress, you will have access to your SpotMe ‘briefcase’. Here you will be able
view and print off a list of credits you obtained during the congress.
Expert Advice Appointments
This important element in the congress programme will enable delegates to obtain practical
solutions for their most important challenges and advice that is specifically designed for their
individual needs and unlocks a tremendous expertise that exists within the ICCA membership.
Delegates are able to book appointments with the experts through the SpotMe App.
“At the 2011 ICCA Congress in Leipzig I set up an Expert Advice Appointment to explore new
ways of designing and communicating our city’s business events strategy. This June we received
the news that an additional EURO 7 million will be invested by our city in destination marketing
over the next four years, something which wouldn’t have been possible without the advice we
received. Now that’s what I call ROI!”
David Bodor, The Hague Convention Bureau
Research One on One Appointments
In an intensive half an hour you will have the opportunity to sit together with one of ICCA’s experienced
Researchers and make & save a selection of potential business profiles for you to work on when you
return to the office. For the experienced user we offer the possibility to focus on new developments,
sophisticated search options, and creative uses of the available data. We promise to answer (almost)
every question you might bring to this session, so please don’t be shy!
Delegates are able to book appointments through the SpotMe App. The research One on One
appointments take place in Room Kastamanou on the first floor of the Susesi Convention Center.
Congress Charity
As in the past few years, the ICCA Congress has chosen a local charity. We feel it is important
to give something back to the community where our congress takes place. Instead of handing
out speaker gifts, a donation to the charity will be made on behalf of each speaker. The Local
Host Committee has also graciously agreed not to receive a gift but for another donation to be
made to the charity.
This year’s charity is the Educational Volunteers Foundation of Turkey (TEGV, www.tegv.org).
Their mission is to create and implement educational programmes and extracurricular activities
for children aged 7-16 so that they can acquire skills, knowledge and attitudes supporting their
development as rational, responsible, self-confident and  peace-loving individuals.

Making bussiness a pleasure

Conventions don´t have
to be conventional
A business trip to Madrid seems less like hard work than most.
Sunny weather, conveniently located conference venues and gourmet
lunches are just some of the bonuses for when you visit on business.
Aer a busy day, Madrid’s famous museums and elegant stores are a great
way to recharge before sampling the vibrant nightlife.
Relax over tapas in an outdoor café or dance until dawn. Whatever you do,
Madrid is the business.

info.mcb@esmadrid.com
(+34) 91 758 55 28
www.esmadrid.com/mcb
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Social Programme

Sunday 2 November 2014
Welcome Reception at Cornelia Diamond
Golf Resort and Spa
Partly sponsored by
Cornelia Diamond
Golf Resort and Spa
Walk through the orange gardens of Cornelia
Diamond and join us at the first social gathering of
the congress by the pool. It is time to get together
with friends and colleagues whilst enjoying fine
examples of Turkish cuisine and entertainment.

Monday 3 November 2014
İstanbul CAT Night at Titanic Deluxe Belek
Co-sponsored by
İstanbul Convention
and Visitors
Bureau and CAT
Publications

PUBLICATIONS

İstanbul CAT Night is promising to take you on a
tour of modern İstanbul.  The event taking place
in Titanic Square and Eternity Bar of the Titanic
Deluxe Belek Hotel will showcase entertainment
and music from the streets and nightlife of
İstanbul.   Enjoy the contemporary İstanbul
cuisine and get ready for some competition at
the CAT Chapter Games and dance the night
away with live music.
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Turkish Delight Night at Regnum Carya
Golf and Spa Resort
Sponsored
by Ministry of
Culture and
Tourism of
Republic of Turkey and
Regnum Carya Golf and Resort Spa
We are very excited to host a special themed
event this year: The Turkish Delights Night.
Join us for a journey in time where Anatolian
civilizations will be showcased during the
reception, a stand-up dinner at which you can
interact with the traditional Turkish arts and
crafts, as well as your colleagues accompanied
with traditional Turkish music. And best is yet
to come – Following the dinner a surprise show
is awaiting you!
Dress to Impress Awards
Sponsored by
HQ Magazine
Dress code:
“Turkish Delight” - modern fashion with
the vibrant colours of Antalya: Orange and
Turquoise! Typical, formal or over-the-top: you
choose, as long as you dress up! So let your
imagination run loose and celebrate your inner
sense of style!
Wednesday 5 November 2014
Argentina 2014 Reception at
Susesi Luxury Resort
Sponsored by
the Argentina
Host Committee 2015
Join your Argentinian
colleagues for a delightful taste of what you can
expect next year in Argentina.

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014
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Accompanying Guests

Welcome Reception, Saturday 1 November, 17.30-19.00 hours
On Saturday from 17.30 to 19.00 hours, there will be a welcome reception for accompanying
guests at the Purple bar in the Susesi on the 5th floor. During this Welcome Reception,
accompanying guests will be given the opportunity to meet each other and to be informed
about all the exciting tours and activities.
General
The registration fee for accompanying guests includes 4 half day tours as well as all social events
(Sunday, Welcome Reception; Monday, İstanbul CAT Night; Tuesday, Turkish Delights Night).
All bus tours include transport in air-conditioned coaches, English speaking guides and entrance
fees. Guests are advised to bring refreshments on the half day tours. Lunch stops are arranged
on the full day tours and included in the registration.
You will need to wear your badge at all times.
Meeting Point Tours
Meeting points will be situated at the lobbies of both Susesi Luxury Resort and Cornelia Diamond
Golf Resort & Spa.
Myra – St. Nicholas

(Full Day) , Sunday 2 November 2014

Programme
Departure from the Hotel
Arrival at the Myra & St. Nicholas
Departure from the St. Nicholas
Arrival at the Restaurant
Departure from the Restaurant
Arrival at the Hotel

:
:
:
:
:
:

08:00
11:15
13:45
14:00
15:00
18:15

Information
Myra
The ruins of the Lycian and Roman town are mostly covered
by alluvial silts. The Acropolis on the Demre-plateau, the
Roman theatre and the Roman baths have been partly
excavated. The semi-circular theatre was destroyed in an
earthquake in 141, but was rebuilt afterwards. There are
two necropoles which are carved into the rocky cliffs with
temple like facades. The necropoles are called the river
necropolis and the ocean necropolis. The ocean necropolis
is just northwest of the theatre. The most knows tomb in
the river necropolis (located up towards Demre Stream,
1.5 km from the theatre) is the “Lion’s Tomb,” also called the “Painted Tomb.” When the
traveller Charles Fellows came across the tombs in 1840 he described them as still vibrantly
painted in red, yellow and blue.
St. Nicholas Church
Located in the town of Demre, St. Nicholas Church is an
ancient Byzantine Church. It was used from 5th to 12th
centuries. It is most notable for being the burial place
of St. Nicholas of Myra, who was the Eastern Orthodox
bishop of the ancient city of Myra in the 4th century and
is an important religious figure for Eastern Orthodox
Christians.
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Programme
Departure from the Hotel
Arrival at the Antalya Harbour
Departure from the Antalya Harbour
Arrival at the Hotel

:
:
:
:

09:00
10:15
12:15
13:15

Information
After travelling by buses to reach the yacht harbour in
the old city, the cruise will depart for Konyaaltı Beach.  
Following a break for photography the tour will head to
Duden Waterfall. If the weather permits a swimming
break will be possible. The tour will end at the harbour
where it started.
Aspendos – Side – Manavgat Waterfall (Full Day), Tuesday 4 November 2014
Programme
Departure from the Hotel
Arrival at the Aspendos Theater
Departure from the Aspensos Theater
Arrival at the Manavgat Waterfall
Departure from the Manavgat Waterfall
Arrival at the Boat ( Lunch )
Departure from the Boat
Arrival at the Side
Departure from the Side
Arrival at the Hotel

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

09:00				
09:30		
11:00		
11:40		
12:30
12:45
14:00
14:30
16:45
17:45

Information
Aspendos
The ancient Pamphylian city of Aspendos is famous for its
Roman ruins. A very large collection of coins found dating
back to fifth century BC onwards is a testimony to how
wealthy the city was. Trade was focused on export of
salt, oil and wool. Aspendos was occupied by Alexander
the Great in 333 BC and later passed from Pergamene to
Roman rule in 133 BC. The hilltop ruins of the city include
a basilica, an agora and rock tombs in Phrygian design.
Carved onto the northeast side of the hill lies a grand
amphitheatre which is among the finest examples of its
kind. The amphitheatre was designed by the Roman architect Zeno in honour of the Emperor
Marcus Aurelius.
Side Temple of Apollo: The temple was built as a
worshipping structure in the Roman period with extensive
infrastructures to become a significant landmark for all
Romans. Temple was built in honour of Roman god Apollo
and was converted to a Christian temple later on. A twin
of the structure was aslo errected dedicated to goddess
Athena but the remains of the temple are mostly in ruins.

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014
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Acccompanying Guests

Side Ancient Theatre: The theatre lies on the narrowest
part of the peninsula and the central side of the Side.
Although the theatre plan has a Hellenistic tradition, the
building has a Roman architectural tradition in structure.
The Theatre of Side is a unique example in this way of
structure. Skenae Frons has a three storey colonnade
façade. The façade decoration has a characteristic of
Antonine Period.

Manavgat Waterfall
As it advances towards the sea after passing through
Oymapinar dam, Manavgat stream which descends from
the Toros mountains forms this waterfall. This waterfall
presents a place of rare beauty for the lovers of the nature
and has a quite high flow rate. In summer and winter with
its very green environment, the waterfall lets the visitors
have a very nice rest and picnic.
The lunch will be served during the boat tour on the river.
Thermessos (Half Day), Wednesday 5 November 2014
Programme
Departure from the Hotel
:
Arrival at the Termessos Ancient City
:
Departure from the Termessos Ancient City :
Arrival at the Hotel
:

09:00
10:15
12:15
13:30

Information
Thermessos
Thermessos is the well-known Pisidian stronghold situated
on Mt. Solymos, some 49 miles northwest of Antalya.
Termessos is located on a mountain top within a dense
woodland and is one of the best preserved archaeological
sites in Turkey. According to ancient sources, in 334 BC,
when Alexander the Great passed through the region he
did not attack the city because of its impregnable location
and made his way to Sagalassos. Among the remains are
a gymnasium, a Hellenistic theatre, an agora, a necropolis
with great examples of Pisidian sarcophagi and rock
tombs.

Complimentary City Tour

Information
Perge
Perge was the centre of native culture of Anatolia and
Artemis was the most important goddess for worship. In
Perge, the apostles Paul and Barnabus began their first
mission in Anatolia. Situated at the junction of many
crossroads, the people chose to settle in Pamphylion plain,
nearby Kestas River (Aksu) while remaining far enough
from the sea to be safe from pirates. Perge was among
the earliest developed among the cities of Pamphylia. Its
most notable remains include a theatre, a stadium, two
basilicas and an agora. It was renowned for its schools of
sculpture during the Roman period.
The Archaeological Museum
Antalya Museum was established in I922 by Süleyman
Fikri ERTEN, a Turkish teacher. After the Alaaddin Mosque,
the Yivli Minare (the Fluted Minared) in old town was used
as the Museum and the museum building was carried to
its present location in 1972. Today the museum covers an
area of 30.000 square meters with 13 exhibition galleries:
The Child section, Galleries of the Prehistory, potteries,
findings from the excavations conducted by the museum
and universities, statues of ancient gods, mosaics, icons,
statues found at Perge Theatre, sarcophagi, coins and
jewellery and ethnographical collections. The museum also have open-air galleries and a garden.
Aquarium
With its foundation laid in November 2011, the giant
aquarium opened its doors for the first time on August
15th 2012. Antalya Aquarium has indoors area of 15.000
meters and a total area of 30.000 square meters.
Constructed in only 260 days, Antalya Aquarium has
become one of the leading centres of attraction in the city
with its fun food and beverage areas, indoor Snow World
with natural snow, the Fear Trophy that offers a tropical
adventure, giant insects and colourful creatures as well
as the Oceanride XD Cinema that will take you on a tour
around the seas of the world with multi-dimensional cinema technique.

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014

Dates and times
Saturday 1 November morning tour : 08.30-13.00
Saturday 1 November afternoon tour : 13.30-18.00
Thursday 6 November morning tour : 09.00-13.30
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Cornelia Diamond
Golf Resort & Spa
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Venue Floor Plans

ICCA SUSESI
CHECK-IN DESK

Susesi Luxury Resort
FLOOR PLAN
FIRST FLOOR
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Susesi Luxury Resort
FLOOR PLAN
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Venue Floor Plans
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CONNECTING MEETINGS PROFESSIONALS
Be part of the premier meetings event for UK
inbound, outbound and domestic business.
The Meetings Show brings together the right
buyers from corporates, associations, agencies
and public sectors for three exhilarating days all

geared towards bringing your business success.
Access business ready professionals from
Europe, UK and London and discover the power
of the largest, proven hosted buyer programme
in the UK.

Contact us today to find out more: Gordon Kirk +44(0) 20 7970 4410 • Adam Garside +44 (0) 20 7970 4075

HOSTED BUYERS • PRE-SCHEDULED APPOINTMENTS • DYNAMIC NETWORKING

www.themeetingsshow.com/ICCA

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014

7-9 July 2015 • Olympia, London
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Congress at a Glance

Friday 31 October
whole day

Transfers from airport to official hotels

14.00-18.00

Registration

Saturday 1 November
whole day

Transfers from airport to official hotels

08.30-18.00

Registration

08.30-13.00

Optional City Tour

13.30-18.00

Optional City Tour

14.30-15.00

Coffee break for First Time Attendees

15.00-17.30

First Time Attendee Introduction Programme

17.30-19.00

ICCA Board of Directors Welcome Drinks for First Time Attendees

17.30-19.00

Accompanying Guests Welcome Reception

Sunday 2 November
whole day

Transfers from airport to official hotels

08.30-18.00

Registration

09.00-10.00

Congress Opening

10.00-10.45

Coffee Break

10.45-11.45

Sector Meetings – internal matters

11.45-12.00

Short Break

12.00-13.00

Sector Education / Business Exchange

13.00-14.30

Lunch

14.30-15.30

Sector Education / Business Exchange

15.30-16.00

Coffee Break

16.00-17.00

Chapter Meetings

17.00-17.15

Short Break

17.15-18.30

General Assembly

19.30-22.00

Welcome Reception
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08.30-17.30

Registration

09.00-10.15

Monday Morning Wake-up Call!

10.15-11.00

Coffee Break

11.00-12.30

Education Sessions

12.30-14.00

Lunch

14.00-15.30

Education Sessions

15.30-16.00

Coffee Break

15.30-17.30

Outside the Box session: Olympic themed Center and Hotel Gloria

16.00-17.30

Education Sessions

17.45-18.45

Fringe Meetings / Business Exchange

19.00

Transfers from Official Hotels to Istanbul CAT night

19.30-00.00

Istanbul CAT night

from  22.00

Transfers to Official Hotels

Tuesday 4 November
08.30-17.30

Registration

09.00-10.15

ICCA Best Marketing Award

10.15-11.00

Coffee Break

11.00-12.30

Education Sessions

12.30-14.00

Lunch

14.00-15.30

Education Sessions

15.30-16.00

Coffee Break

16.00-17.30

Education Sessions

17.45-18.45

Fringe Meetings

19.30

Transfers from official hotels

20.00-00.00

Turkish Delights Night

from  22.00

Transfers to official hotels

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014
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Congress at a Glance

Wednesday 5 November
09.00-16.00

Registration

09.15-10.15

Copenhagen Lecture

10.15-11.00

Coffee Break

11.00-12.30

Education Sessions

12:00

Transfers to airport

12.30-14.00

Lunch

14.00-15.30

Education Sessions

15.30-16.00

Coffee Break

16.00-17.00

Closing Session

17.00-18.00

Next Destination Reception – Argentina 2015

Thursday 6 November
whole day

Transfers to airport from official hotels

09.00-13.30

Optional City Tour
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Research, Sales and Marketing Programme

“The meeting space was dramatic and awe-inspiring, enhanced with exceptional
technical services and lighting, whilst simultaneously keeping a sense
of intimacy for our 150-delegate group. Our ICCA members really enjoyed
the whole ‘trendy industrial-chic’ mood of the venue, and gave us tremendously
positive feedback about all aspects of spending a few days in Westergasfabriek.”
Martin Sirk, CEO ICCA

www.westergasfabriek.com events@westergasfabriek.com +31(0)20 586 07 10

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014

Proud host of ICCA RSMP14
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Programme Details – Saturday 1 November

Time

Description

Whole day

Transfers from airport to official hotels

08.30-18.00

Registration

Venue

Floor

Room

Susesi

First

Entrance

				 Foyer
08.30-13.00

Optional City Tour

		
13.30-18.00

Optional City Tour

Meeting Point: Outside Susesi
and Cornelia
Meeting Point: Outside Susesi

		

and Cornelia

14.30-15.00

Coffee Break First Time Attendees

Susesi

First

Foyer

15.00-17.30

First Time Attendee Introduction

Susesi

Ground

Maksim

Susesi

First

Maksim

Programme
17.30-19.00
17.30-19.00

ICCA Board of Directors Welcome Drinks

for First Time Attendees			

Foyer

Accompanying Guests Welcome Reception

Purple Bar

Susesi

Five

Programme Details – Saturday 1 November

Sponsored by the Meetology Group

MEETOLOGY
LOGO

A warm welcome to First Time Attendees!
You are not alone! Here at the ICCA Congress there are at least 300 people in the same boat as
you – all first time attendees!
You will find that ICCA’s culture is one where experiences, skills, ideas and even business leads
are passed on freely between members so, to benefit from this unique culture, it is essential to
be able to interact with your fellow professionals right from the start. After this session you’ll
not only be fully prepared and ready to have an exceptional, fulfilling and profitable congress
experience, but also have gained some new friends.
The Saturday first timers’ session will focus on how to make the most of your congress
attendance by offering practical tips on what sessions to attend, how to use the networking
tools and how the business exchange works.
You will also learn how to maximise your own performance from CEO of the Meetology® Group
– Jonathan Bradshaw. ICCA knows that you - the participants - are the most important part of
the congress here in Antalya and in this interactive and light hearted session you will learn ways
to help you effortlessly interact, network and do business.
Mentors
A select group of experienced ICCA members have volunteered to devote their time to provide
advice and guidance for First Time Attendees. They will not only be present at the Introduction
Programme on Saturday but also available throughout the entire Congress to give you advice
or make introductions. You are more than welcome to get in touch with them after the event.
Please do make use of their generosity and ask them any questions you might have. Mentors
are wearing red ribbons on their badges.
ICCA staff
Will be happy to answer any of your questions. They are clearly noticeable in their red shirts.

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014

First Time Attendees Introduction Programme, 14.30-17.30
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The dominanT force in The
inTernaTional evenTs indusTry
9in print

on the web

0

amimagazine.eu - is the dedicated website
for the international association community

Tel: +44 (0) 1342 306700 - Email: cat@cat-publications.com - Web: amimagazine.eu

JUST LAUNCHED
www.meetbizindia.com & M&IT India magazine

Programme Details – Sunday 2 November

Description

Venue

Floor

Room

Whole day
Transfers from airport to official hotels
08.30-18.00 Registration
Susesi
First
Foyer
09.00-10.00 Congress Opening
Susesi
Ground
Entrance
				 Foyer
10.00-10.45 Coffee Break			
10.45-11.45 Sector Meetings – internal matters			
Destination Marketing Sector
Susesi
Ground
Istanbul
Venues Sector
Cornelia Ground
Citrine III
Meetings Management Sector
Cornelia Ground
Citrine II
Meetings Support Sector
Susesi
Ground
Antalya
Transport Sector
Cornelia Ground
Onyx
11.45-12.00 Short Break			
12.00-13.00 Sector Education / Business Exchange			
SE01: Destination Marketing:
Susesi
Ground
Istanbul
Content going viral!
SE02: Meetings Management: Ethics of
Cornelia Ground
Citrine II
RFP’s from associations and reasons
for outsourcing
SE03: Venues: Look in the mirror,
Cornelia Ground
Citrine III
what do you see?
Business Exchange
Cornelia Ground
Citrine I
13.00-14.30 Lunch – Sponsored by International
Susesi
Ground
Turquoise
Meetings Review
			
Restaurant
LOGO
14.30-15.30

15.30-16.00
16.00-17.00

17.00-17.15
17.15-18.30
19.30-22.00

Sector Education / Business Exchange			
SE04: Destination Marketing: The
Susesi
Ground
convention bureau of the future - be
prepared to adapt to the new changes
SE05: Meetings Management: As a
Cornelia Ground
meetings management sector member,
do you know how to get the best out of ICCA?
SE06: Venues: How venue business models Cornelia Ground
and event-management practices influence
clients’ ability to maximise ROI from
their meetings
Business Exchange
Cornelia Ground
Coffee Break			
Chapter Meetings			
African Chapter
Cornelia Ground
Asia Pacific Chapter
Susesi
Ground
Central European Chapter
Susesi
Ground
France – Benelux Chapter
Cornelia Ground
Iberian Chapter
Cornelia Ground
Latin American Chapter
Cornelia Ground
Mediterranean Chapter
Susesi
First
Middle East Chapter
Cornelia Ground
North American Chapter
Susesi
Ground
Scandinavian Chapter
Cornelia Ground
UK/Ireland
Cornelia Ground
Short Break			
General Assembly
Susesi
Ground
Welcome Reception
Cornelia Ground

Istanbul
Citrine II
Citrine III

Citrine I
Opal
Maksim
Istanbul
Citrine II
Topaz
Quartz
Izmir
Onyx
Antalya
Citrine III
Citrine I
Istanbul
Pool Area
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Programme Details – Sunday 2 November

Sector Meetings, 10.45-11.45
Delegates attend their sector meeting during this time to discuss internal business matters. The
agendas for these meetings have been set by the Chairpersons and volunteer working groups,
to address some of the issues which concern members in each sector.
Sector Education - Morning Programme
12.00-13.00
You can choose from one of the following:
SE01:
Description:

Speaker:

SE02:

Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:

Destination Marketing: Content going viral
Susesi, Ground Floor, Istanbul
Strategies to make sure you messages are being shared on social media – add
value both to your customers AND your bottom line. Social media and content
marketing are here to stay. While many destination marketers have been
experimenting with social technologies, we are now entering a phase where
the impact of our social endeavours needs to become clear, with measurable
results.
This session takes a deeper look at the most important fuel for social
success: Content! Starting with an overview of current trends regarding viral
campaigning on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, blogs, Instagram etc., the session
highlights strategic implications that destination marketers may bear in mind
when designing their editorial strategies. It integrates highlight examples
from outstanding CVB’s and DMO’s that have created successful campaigns
on social media, in speed-dating-style for maximum inspiration and sharing
of experiences! Wrapping up, the session will depict hand-on tips that can
be implemented right away by destination marketing professionals: Finding
‘hot’ content, creating and executing campaigns with sustainable impact and
measuring the results.
Michael Heipel, Managing Director, Spring Messe Management GmbH, Germany
Meetings Management: Ethics of RFP’s from associations and reasons
for outsourcing
Cornelia, Ground Floor, Citrine II
A Discussion on how associations carry out their evaluations of whether of not
to outsource the congress management. The ethics involved with the process
and approach of how the RFP’s are managed by associations.
Valentini Amarantidou, Director of Development, Artion conferences, Greece
Roslyn McLeod, Managing Director, Arinex pty LTD, Australia.
Prof. Dr. Tezer Kutluk, President Elect, Union for International Cancer Control,
Turkey
Michel Neijmann, President/Managing Partner, IAPCO/K2 Conference and Event
Management Company, Turkey
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Description:

Panel:

Venues: Look in the mirror, what do you see?
Cornelia, Ground Floor, Citrine III
This session will aim to get venue operators to ‘think again’ about how they
are promoting their venues/destinations and that they need to flex their brand
presentation to attract certain clients who very often will see a venue in a totally
different way. A venue may lose a bid for an event because their self-image
(and hence their pitch to the client!) was completely at offs with what the client
had perceived.
Kim Myhre, Senior Vice President, Freeman XP, United Kingdom
Jakub Konysz, Director Global Development, ASAE, U.S.A
Philip Davies, President, EMEA Leadership, Siegel + Gale, United Kingdom

Sector Education – Afternoon Programme
14.30-15.30
You can choose from one of the following:
SE04:

Description:

Moderator:
Panel:

Destination Marketing: The Convention Bureau of the future be prepared to adapt to the new challenges
Susesi, Ground floor, Istanbul
Is the current model for Convention Bureaus broken? Some may say “no”.
Others may believe a new mindset – or a revolution – is needed if convention
bureaus shall maintain relevance in the future. The session will explore a
number of fundamental questions of relevance to both Convention Bureaus and
their clients:
- Is a funding structure based on government funding and membership fees
sustainable? Or should Convention Bureaus re-think their funding model?
- Are the services Convention Bureaus provide really of value to meeting
planners? What are meeting planners looking for and what does Convention
Bureaus think meeting planners are looking for?
- Is attending tradeshows, conducting fam-trips and buying advertising in
industry magazines really driving business results? Or will Convention Bureaus
have to be more creative in demonstrating how they and their destination can
provide value.
- How are Convention Bureaus recruiting new talents into the industry? And are
they good enough at educating and keeping them in the industry?
These are just a snapshot of topics that will be debated in this fun, controversial
and interactive session where moderator Oscar Cerezales from MCI Group
challenge a group of industry experts.
Oscar Cerezales, Chief Operating Officer Asia Pacific & Americas, MCI Group,
Singapore
Laurence Verhagen, Chief Executive Officer, International Society of Geriatric
Oncology, Switzerland
Alessandro Cortese, Chief Executive Officer, European Society for Radiotherapy
and Oncology, Belgium
Karen Bolinger, Chief Executive Officer, Melbourne Convention Bureau, Australia
Michel Couturier, President, Marketing Challenges International, U.S.A
Henrik von Arnold, Senior Consultant, Stockholm Convention Bureau, Sweden
Alexandra Torres, Director Sales, Corporation de Ferias y Exposiciones S.A,
Colombia
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Programme Details – Sunday 2 November

SE05:

Description:

Speaker:

SE06:

Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:

Meetings Management: As a meetings management sector member,
do you know how to get the best out of ICCA?
Cornelia, Ground Floor, Citrine II
Specifically tailored for the sector, in this session we will focus on new developments,
sophisticated search options, and creative uses of the available data.
Let’s explore how to integrate ICCA data, tools and services into your existing
research, sales and marketing practices. This is a key issue for us, helping
members to integrate all our services in a personalised way (to fit their often
very different practices and procedures), rather than thinking of ICCA as
something separate from day-to-day work, which requires custom-designed
projects and new budgets. We will cover PR, our Social Media channels and new
ways to use the Database with a special focus on Big Data Search.
Marco van Itterzon, Director Research, ICCA, The Netherlands
Venues: How venue business models and event-management practices
influence clients’ ability to maximise ROI from their meetings
Cornelia, Ground Floor, Citrine II
Venues’ meeting planner clients and their parent organisations are increasingly
adopting ROI (Return on Investment) methodologies of varying levels of
sophistication, but many venues have not yet redesigned their business models
and event management practices to align themselves with these fast-changing
client philosophies. This session explains why and how quickly ROI is being
adopted by meeting planners and their companies, challenges venues to reimagine the way they need to work to remain as competitive as possible, and
explores practical ways to partner with clients to help deliver the best ROI from
each meeting.
André Kaldenhoff, Director of Congress Dept., Congress Centre Leipzig,
Germany
Elling Hamso, Managing Partner, ROI Institute, Norway

18-20 November 2014 Barcelona, Spain

TOP LEVEL
GLOBAL
DECISION
MAKERS MEET
HERE

MEET
THE WORLD
HERE

NETWORK AND
CONNECT
HERE

DRIVE YOUR
BUSINESS FORWARD
HERE
EIBTM. Where the global meetings and events industry connects.
Join over 15,000 professionals at the leading global exhibition for the meetings, incentives, events and business
travel industry, for three days of networking and unlimited business opportunities. Discover over 3,000 venues,
hotels, destinations, technology, business travel and event service providers essential for your meetings and events.
Attend EIBTM for a unique and powerful opportunity to network and connect with the industry and drive your
business in to the future.

Register to attend as a visitor for free or find out more about the exclusive benefits of being a Hosted Buyer®
at www.eibtm.com
EIBTM is part of the IBTM Global Events Portfolio organised by Reed Travel Exhibitions.

Organised by:

The EIBTM® and IBTM® trademarks are owned and protected by Elsevier Properties SA and Reed Exhibitions Limited uses such
trademark under licence. Hosted Buyer® is a registered trademark of Reed Exhibitions Limited. Reed Travel Exhibitions® is a
registered trademark of Reed Elsevier Group Plc.
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welovedelegates.com
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Welcome Messages
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Programme Details – Monday 3 November

Time

Description

Venue

08.30-17.30
09.00-10.15
10.15-11.00
11.00-12.30

Floor

Room

Registration
Susesi
Ground
Foyer
Monday Morning Wake-up Call!
Susesi
Ground
Istanbul
Coffee Break			
Education sessions
ME01: Neuromarketing: How cutting
Susesi
Ground
Maksim
edge marketing is exploiting new scientific
understanding of how the brain functions
ME02: Innovative approaches to corporate
Susesi
Ground
Antalya
social responsibility in the meetings business
(Run in partnership with Green
Meetings Industry Council)
ME03: Meet, Greet and Prosper
Susesi
First
Izmir
ME04: Designing meetings to generate
Cornelia Ground
Citrine I
genuinely new knowledge
ME05: Young Professionals Exchange
Cornelia Ground
Citrine III
Programme: A win/win formula to
increase competitiveness
ME06: Return on Investment: Do you
Cornelia Ground
Citrine II
really understand what meetings ROI means?
ME07: ICCA data workshop - An Introduction Susesi
First
Kastamonu
12.30-14.00 Lunch: Sponsored by IMEX
Susesi
Ground
Turquoise
2015
				 Restaurant
14.00-15.30 Education sessions
ME08: The power of Rituals: in life;
Susesi
First
Izmir
in organisations; at meetings and events
ME09: Managing your brand essentials:
Cornelia Ground
Citrine II
Lessons from the world’s top companies
14.00-17.30 Education sessions: Half-day mini conferences 			
ME10: Fundamentals of association
Susesi
Ground
Maksim
bidding for cities
ME11: CEO Deep Dive: Leadership in a
Cornelia Ground
Citrine I
complex world
ME12: Advanced international association Susesi
Ground
Antalya
bidding
ME13: PCO focus: Association meetings = Cornelia Ground
Citrine III
risky business for PCO’s? (In partnership
with IAPCO)
15.30-16.00 Coffee Break			
15.30-17.30 ME14: Outside the box: Olympic themed
Meeting Point: Outside the
Centre and Hotel Gloria
Susesi Hotel
16.00-17.30 Education Sessions
ME15: Introduction to CMP:
Cornelia Ground
Opal
Certified Meeting Professional
ME16: Overcoming the FEAR factor:
Susesi
First
Izmir
Boost your personal confidence
ME17: How to make your ICCA member
Cornelia Ground
Citrine II
branding have more impact
17.45-18.45 Fringe Meetings / Business Exchange
Business Exchange Session
Cornelia Ground
Citrine I
Best Cities Board Meeting (closed meeting)
Cornelia Ground
Onyx
Malaysian Committee (closed meeting)
Cornelia Ground
Opal
Ungerboeck (closed meeting)
Cornelia Ground
Topaz
Australian Committee Meeting (closed meeting) Cornelia Ground
Quartz
Japan Committee
Susesi
Ground
Antalya
WPCOA
Cornelia Ground
Citrine III
19.00
Transfers from official hotels
19.30-00.00 Istanbul CAT night
Titanic Deluxe Belek
From  22.00 Transfers to official hotels
Frankfurt / 19-21 May
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Reed Travel Exhibitions is once again our strategic partner for this
year’s education programme. Their support has helped to create a
strong and innovative programme.

Plenary Session – 09.00-10.15
Monday Morning Wake – Up Call!
Susesi, ground floor, Istanbul
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

Continuing the new ICCA tradition that was created for the 2013 Congress in
Shanghai, this plenary session is designed to shake delegates out of your dayto-day ways of thinking, and to open your minds for the coming three days of
interactive education, exchange of ideas, and creation of new knowledge. We’ll
hear from three very different messengers: voices from different generations,
with perspectives that go beyond accepted norms, laying down challenges to
what we believe we already know about the world and how our minds work.
Messages about sustainability, neuroscience, and coping with the unknown and
unknowable will provide you with plenty to talk and think about during the rest
of this Congress and beyond.
Eric de Groot, Managing Partner, MindMeeting BV, The Netherlands
Eddie Obeng, Chief Executive Officer, Pentacle Ltd. United Kingdom
Felix Finkbeiner, Founder, Plant-for-the-Planet, Germany
Paul Postma, Chief Executive Officer, PPMC (Paul Postma Marketing Consultancy
BV), The Netherlands

Monday Education - Morning Programme
Parallel sessions – 11.00-12.30
You can choose from one of the following:
ME01:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:

Neuromarketing: How cutting edge marketing is exploiting new
scientific understanding of how the brain functions
Susesi, Ground Floor, Maksim
Presentation + roundtable discussion
General interest, especially relevant for marketing specialists
Paul Postma is an international authority and author on this topic, as well as
being a practicing marketing consultant for a wide range of companies. Much
of the traditional thinking about customer motivation and behaviour, and the
impacts of advertising and other marketing tools have recently been proven to
be very far from the true story, as new studies in psychology and brain function,
and more sensitive measuring methodologies start to open up a deeper
understanding of what is really going on inside our heads when we’re exposed
to different messages. After this session, you will probably want to reassess
all your existing marketing material, your websites, and how you measure the
impact of your marketing on your target audiences!
Jan-Jaap In der Maur, Founder, Masters in Moderation, The Netherlands
Paul Postma, Chief Executive Officer, PPMC (Paul Postma Marketing Consultancy
BV), The Netherlands
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Programme Details – Monday 3 November

ME02:

Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

ME03:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speaker:

Innovative approaches to corporate social responsibility in the
meetings business (Run in partnership with Green Meetings Industry
Council)
Susesi, Ground Floor, Antalya
Case studies + round table discussion
General Interest
How can you make a real difference in your community? How can you inspire
your staff and stakeholders so that quality standards are raised and loyalty
is enhanced? How can your CSR projects improve business results as well as
doing good for society? These case studies will inspire you to totally re-imagine
your CSR strategies and personal attitudes. Ranging from a region-wide
sustainability concept that is winning global awards and generating masses of
positive PR to a congress centre work programme that is employing prisoners
and dramatically reducing reoffending rates; from the story of how to create a
mass-supported CSR umbrella programme (Meeting Industry Meeting Needs),
to a personal tale about turning yourself into a Triathlete to support a particular
cause, there are lessons for every ICCA delegate and organisation.
Guy Bigwood, Group Sustainability Director, MCI, Spain
David Hackett, Managing Director, Meetings Guru Ltd/Meetings Industry
Meeting Needs United Kingdom
Marta Gomes, Sales Director Congress Department, VIParis, France
Enrico Belli, Sales and Marketing Manager, Centro Congressi Padova, Italy
Jonas Wilstrup, Convention Director, Wonderful Copenhagen, Denmark
Meet, Greet and Prosper
Susesi, First floor, Izmir
Interactive workshop
Delegates who have frequent direct contact with clients / First – time attendees
who want to make the most of the networking opportunities at the congress!
Face-to-face networking with clients is one of the most common activities in
our industry – at trade shows, at evening functions, at industry conferences
– yet the principles that underlie success are now well understood by many
sales and marketing executives, leading to fear, apprehension, and insufficient
performance. Based on his publication ‘meet, greet and prosper’, Roy Sheppard
will lead delegates through the key principles and east-to-apply good practices
behind effective networking: from pre-event preparation to awareness of body
language, from working a large room to getting politely out of a non-productive
conversation, this practical session is ideal for anyone who wants to extract
more business from their future attendance at industry events.
Roy Sheppard, Conference Moderator, Relationships Author and Speaker,
RoySpeaks.com, United Kingdom
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Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speaker:
ME05:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:

ME06:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speakers:

Designing meetings to generate genuinely new knowledge
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine I
Case studies and open discussion
General Interest, particularly relevant for delegates involve in meeting design
The days when meetings were simply used for spreading existing (or even
new) information amongst a narrow, specialised audience are over - now the
challenge is how we can use meetings to generate new knowledge, ideas, and
solutions, cross-fertilizing between intellectual disciplines and maximising the
wisdom of the attending crowds! Discussion topics will include what happens at
events where culture, science and technology intersect and interact, and how
meeting designers are innovating to extract knowledge in new ways for the
benefit of both the organisation running the meeting and the participants.  With
examples from numerous innovative events, and with the help of the audience,
we will look at both theoretical and practical ways to achieve this goal.
Mike van der Vijver, Managing Partner, MindMeeting BV, The Netherlands
Young Professionals Exchange Programme:
A win/win formula to increase competitiveness
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine III
Introductory case study + moderated discussion + ‘Speed Dating’
CEO’s and others responsible for developing staff skills and competence
Why did Congress Centre Leipzig send one of its top young professionals to
work for a month in Edinburgh? Why did Edinburgh International Conference
Centre invest valuable time looking after a rival’s staff member? If you have
ever wanted your staff to learn from other companies then please attend
this session, not only to hear about Leipzig’s success story, but to meet and
arrange swops and hosting arrangements with other directors who want to
place their young future leaders with you or who are willing to host your own
most ambitious staff. ICCA is in the process of drawing up formal guidelines to
help any ICCA members participate in this new programme, to be discussed and
agreed during this session.
Tina Altieri, Managing Principal, Media Australasia Xchange (MAX), Singapore
André Kaldenhoff, Director of Congress Dept., Congress Centre Leipzig,
Germany
Louise Andrew, Sales and Marketing, EICC, United Kingdom
Return on Investment:
Do you really understand what Meetings ROI means?
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine II
Presentation + Workshop
For delegates who are not familiar with the theory and practice of ROI
methodologies in the meetings business
Meetings ROI is a very specific business concept that has been adopted by
many practitioners in our industry over the last decade, but many planners
and suppliers are not aware of the core principles and how it can be applied.
Europe’s leading ROI expert Elling Hamso will provide a practical introduction
for newcomers to the concept, looking at why all sectors of our industry can
gain from adopting ROI methodologies, not just in the meetings we organise,
but also in the trade shows and other marketing activities we carry out, and in
our personal behaviour as delegates.
Elling Hamso, Managing Partner, Event ROI Institute, Norway
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Programme Details – Monday 3 November

ME07:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

ICCA data workshop – An Introduction
Susesi, First floor, Kastamonu
Hands on workshop
Delegates who are new to using ICCA’s association database
The workshop will provide a general introduction to ICCA’s unique online
Association Database including the Hot Leads, Key Contacts, Calendar and
other services which ICCA offers. You will learn how to use these research tools
through in-depth demonstrations and case studies.
For specific questions, or advanced research matters, you can book a half hour
one-on-one session with a researcher via SpotMe.

Monday Education – Afternoon Programme
Parallel sessions – 14.00-15.30
You can choose from one of the following:
ME08:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:
ME09:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speaker:

The power of Rituals: in life; in organisations; at meetings and events
Susesi, First floor, Izmir
Discussion Forum
General Interest
Rituals at work and home shape our lives in ways we rarely think about; they
also have the power to energise and enhance our meetings and to increase
delegate engagement, productivity and enjoyment. Sometimes these meetings
rituals develop naturally over time, but they can also be created and directed
by meeting designers and smart host suppliers.   With specific reference to
some of the ritualistic elements of the ICCA Congress, but drawing on other
examples from events ICCA members attend or organise, this session will help
you understand the conceptual issues involved, but will also provide creative
new ideas for enhancing the events that you host or organise.
Eric de Groot, Managing Partner, MindMeeting BV, The Netherlands
Marcel Vissers, Editor-in-Chief, HQ Magazine & MIM Europe Magazine, Belgium
Managing your brand essentials: Lessons from the world’s top companies
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine II
Presentation + roundtable discussion
General interest, particularly relevant for marketing professionals
Keith Lucas is one of the world’s most successful brand consultants, with a
track-record of advising blue-chip multinational companies and ambitious startups on their corporate identity and brand strategies. This session will explain
the philosophical, emotional, and practical requirements to build and maintain a
successful brand, whilst providing concrete advice on strategies and techniques
to navigate the ever more competitive and fast-changing business environment.
Delivering a consistent brand promise has never been more difficult, but this
session will help ICCA members achieve this elusive goal. Drawing on powerful
case studies and inside knowledge of top corporate thinkers, Keith’s session is
strongly recommended for all delegates interested in the theory and practice of
good branding.
Keith Lucas, Managing Director and Founder, LucasBrand, United Kingdom
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You can choose from one of the following:
ME10:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speakers:

ME11:

Fundamentals of association bidding for cities
Susesi, Ground floor, Maksim
Extended length presentation + workshop
Designed for delegates who have recently taken up responsibility for bidding
Henrik von Arnold will walk delegates through the key principles of how city
teams should design and present effective bid documents and proposals, discuss
best practices and decision-making criteria, and identify common mistakes. He
will be supported by association clients who will share their experiences and tips
for what makes a strong bid, and common mistakes made during the bidding
process. Please note, this session is for beginners who are (relatively) new to
the world of association bidding, and who have not attended Henrik’s session in
the past.
Henrik von Arnold, Senior Consultant, Stockholm Convention Bureau, Sweden
Laurence Verhagen, Chief Executive Officer, International Society of Geriatric
Oncology, Switzerland
Brenda Sanderson, Executive Director, Interaction Design Association, U.S.A

CEO Deep Dive: Leadership in a complex world
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine I
Format:
Extended half day mini conference
Audience:
Strictly limited to 100 delegates, pre-registration and qualification required
Description: Following on from last year’s successful experimental session, this year’s
CEO Deep Dive explores different aspects of leadership under conditions of
complexity, in plenary session and in smaller breakouts: how can messages cut
through confusion to ensure teams are all pulling in the same direction; how can
you plan effectively when so many factors are unknown or unknowable; why
are clients becoming more complicated to deal with; what new skills are needed
to manage increasingly complex projects? Delegates attending this session,
who are required to be responsible for the strategic direction of their companies
and organisations, will also have the opportunity to identify colleagues with
similar challenges and to share solutions with one another.
Moderator:
Roy Sheppard, Conference Moderator, Relationships Author and Speaker,
RoySpeaks.com, United Kingdom
Presenters/breakout discussion leaders:
- Communication challenges under complex conditions: Tina Altieri,
Managing Principal, Media Australasia Xchange (MAX), Singapore
- Dealing with complex demands by clients, and managing complex events:
Paul Salinger, Vice President Marketing, Oracle, U.S.A
- Strategic planning in a complex world: Eddie Obeng, Chief Executive
Officer, Pentacle Ltd. United Kingdom
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Programme Details – Monday 3 November

ME12:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speakers:

ME13:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Advanced international association bidding
Susesi, Ground floor, Antalya
Pre-registration required – only for delegates who have been directly involved
in at least three successful international congress bids
Christian Mutschlechner will lead this session which will focus on ‘Loosing Bids’
– what can we learn? What kind of mistakes are made? We will discuss the
subject from the Convention Bureau perspective, analysing a bid lost as well
as from the client angle what our association representatives experience in
the bid process and what kind of recommendations they can give form their
experience. This is not a session for those who do not have extensive hands on
experience in the bidding process.
Christian Mutschlechner, Managing Director, Vienna Convention Bureau, Austria
Alice Au, Director of International Sales, Toronto Convention Bureau, Canada
Karen Bolinger, CEO, Melbourne Convention Bureau, Australia
Carlotta Ferrari, Director, Florence Convention Bureau, Italy
PCO Focus: Association Meetings = Risky business for PCO’s?
(In partnership with IAPCO)
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine III
Half day mini conference
Specifically designed for Meetings Management Sector delegates; also of
interest to other delegates wishing to gain deep understanding of PCO issues
ICCA and IAPCO have collaborated to organise this extended, in-depth
session on some of the most critical issues facing the meetings management
professional today, especially in relation to the international association market.
Using IAPCO’s extensive educational and research resources, you will learn new
ways to structure your business, to negotiate with clients, to draw up effective
strategies, and to reduce risk.
- Have associations become too vulnerable or risky for PCO’s to
handle?
Are associations too reliant on single event and push their partners, in
particular PCOs, to carry more and more risk on their shoulders? Is it the
responsibility of the PCO to take on risk for association meeti ngs? Will it
be profitable in future to provide certain services to associations? Is the full
service PCO model dead in the Association Sector? And most importantly,
how are we able to increase our profit margin by providing added value
services to our clients? These are only a few of the critical questions PCOs
will have to ask themselves in order to adapt to a business model that works
for each individual company. The objective of this session is to debate and
to identify how we as a professional community (not individual corporations)
effectively communicate our value to clients and to analyse to what extend
taking on risks by PCOs really pays back.
- How do you report your performance to your clients?
How does a client distinguish between tenders to decide the best value PCO
appointment for their needs? What are the deciding factors and how does
the PCO guide this process to win the business? Does transparency correlate
with quality – how is this detected at selection stage? Does the client need a
bad experience to recognise a good opportunity or is the ‘good opportunity’ a
bad experience? How does a PCO report its performance to its clients when
tendering and when the job is completed?
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Monday Education – Afternoon Programme
Parallel sessions - 16.00-17.30
You can choose from one of the following:
ME14:
Audience:
Description:

ME15:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speaker:

Outside the box: Olympic themed centre and Hotel Gloria
(Pre registration is required 15.30-17.30)
General Interest
Antalya is a world leader in providing winter training facilities for elite athletes
and top teams in a wide variety of sports. Now, Gloria Hotels has opened a
cutting-edge Olympic sports themed facility, to open the destination to new
sports. This session takes delegates behind the scenes to understand the
business strategy and practical challenges that need to be overcome to be
successful in the elite sports market, a segment that will interest many ICCA
destinations, as they aim for a mix of valuable markets.
Introduction to CMP: Certified Meeting Professional
Cornelia, Ground floor, Opal
Presentation
For any delegates thinking about gaining the CMP accreditation; especially
relevant for Meetings Management Sector
ICCA’s North American Regional Director Joanne Joham is also the current Vice
Chair and Chairperson-elect of the CMP Board. She will cover the requirements
needed to qualify to take the CMP study course and examinations, how to
maintain your CMP accreditation, and also explain the additional requirements
to obtain the CMP-HC healthcare accreditation that was launched this year
for meeting planners who specialise in medical meetings. Joanne will also
provide a clear explanation of the benefits of becoming a CMP, and how CMP is
increasingly being taken up and recognised around the world.
Joanne Joham, CMP, Regional Director North America, ICCA, U.S.A

Antalya, Turkey 1 - 5 November 2014

Speakers:

- The times are changing – and so must we. Changes in the meetings
industry and their impact on conferences, planners and suppliers
This is a follow up to the debate and outcomes from an IAPCO session run
a few weeks ago during IMEX America. The original debate was focusing on
the changing needs and demands of conference delegates as well as those
of sponsors and speakers. Today they all have different and most probably
higher expectations than just a few years ago, whilst industry regulations
are shaping a new conference management environment. These changes will
have a major impact on the business model not only of PCOs and planners
but other partners within the meetings supply chain. We will share with you
the results and focus on some of the findings in more depth, whilst providing
an opportunity for delegates to raise other critical issues that were left out in
the previous discussion.
Andre Vietor, Managing Director, Barcelo Congresos, Spain
Rosyln McLeod, Managing Director, Arinex, Australia
Michel Neijmann, President, IAPCO / Managing Partner, K2 Conference and
Event Management Company,Turkey
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ME16:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speaker:
ME17:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speakers:

Overcoming the FEAR Factor: Boost your personal confidence
Susesi, First floor, Izmir
Presentation + experiential workshop
General interest, especially for delegates who want to increase their personal
confidence when facing difficult business situations.
Do you feel faint before making an important presentation to clients or bosses
or groups of colleagues? Does the idea of job interviews fill you with dread
(whichever side of the table you are sitting at!)? Do you become tongue-tied
and clumsy in front of important clients at networking events or on trade show
stands? You are not alone! Public speaking is statistically more feared than
death; microphones and stages can be more intimidating than giant spiders;
the near presence of bosses and high status clients can generate irrational
feelings of insecurity. Drawing on mainstream psychology this session explores
why we can find these and similar business situations so difficult and provides
practical tips and techniques to enable you to practically manage your emotional
state, develop long-term confidence and ultimately improve sales, networking
and business performance.
Jon Bradshaw, Chief Executive Officer, The Meetology Group, United Kingdom
How to make your “ICCA Member” branding have more impact
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine II
Walk-in personalised Advice Clinic (please note: not a presentation)
Delegates responsible for commissioning or producing marketing design work
Over the last decade, branding design expert Andrew Savvides has been
regularly advising ICCA on the evolution of our design and corporate identity,
after being the lead design consultant on our last major rebranding exercise
in 2003. Many ICCA members wish to use their membership as a way of
communicating their quality standards or specialist experience, but aren’t sure
how best to project this information to the marketplace, how to combine the
ICCA imagery with their own branding, or wish to know which type of logo
to use when presenting themselves in print or online. Andrew will provide
the practical answers to these and other ICCA branding-related questions,
and can also help delegates with any questions relating to their own corporate
identity and branding materials, from simple design issues to how to set up a
full rebranding exercise.
Andrew Savvides, Founder, Andrew Hamlett Progressive Branding, United
Kingdom
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GET AHEAD. BE AT IMEX 2015.

IMEX brings you all the greatest and
latest essentials from the meetings industry.
Fast-paced and future-driven, there’s even
more in store for next year. With cutting-edge
insight and thousands of brilliant business
opportunities, this is the sharp way to stay ahead.
And it only gets better. For your next injection of
energy and motivation, think IMEX 2015!
INSPIRATION

POWERED BY IMEX
IMEX-FRANKFURT.COM

2015
Frankfurt / 19-21 May

The worldwide exhibition for incentive
travel, meetings and events.
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Programme Details – Tuesday 4 November

Time

Description

08.30-17.30
09.00-10.15
10.15-11.00
11.00-12.30

Registration
Susesi
Ground
Foyer
ICCA Best Marketing Award
Susesi
Ground
Istanbul
Coffee Break			
Education Sessions
TE01: Corporate Meetings:
Susesi
Ground
Istanbul
Their evolution as a business tool
TE02: BrainTank!: Creative solutions for
Susesi
First
Izmir
common problems
problems
TE03: Harnessing the power of location
Cornelia Ground
Citrine III
aware, proximity and wearable computing
for your event
TE04: Intellectual Capital: Theory and
Susesi
Ground
Maksim
practice, and its impact on destination
competitiveness
TE05: Is ‘unsafe’ the ‘new normal’ for our Susesi
Ground
Antalya
industry?
TE06: ICCA data workshop - Introductory Susesi
First
Kastamonu
TE07: Brand new congress centre showcase Cornelia Ground
Citrine I
Lunch Susesi
Ground
Turquoise
Sponsored by ICF Airports
		
Restaurant
Education Sessions			
TE08: Healthcare meetings:
Cornelia Ground
Citrine I
Hot issues: half day mini conference
Education Session			
TE09: Big Data Part 1: The big picture
Susesi
Ground
Istanbul
TE10: PR Excellence: Learning from the best Susesi
Ground
Maksim
Learning from the best
TE11: What to do when your destination Cornelia Ground
Citrine III
is too small for your events
TE12: Practical ways to win more
Susesi
Ground
Antalya
corporate meeting bookings
TE13: Meetings industry advocacy:
Cornelia Ground
Citrine II
How loudly are you shouting?
Coffee Break			
Education Sessions			
TE14: ICCA’s got talent!
Susesi
First
Izmir
TE15: How can you help associations reach Cornelia Ground
Citrine II
more participants with hybrid events?
TE16: Moderators, facilitators, rapporteturs: Cornelia Ground
Citrine III
Key roles in the modern meeting
TE17: ICCA data workshop:
Susesi
First
Kastamonu
An introduction
TE18: Big Data Part 2:
Susesi
Ground
Istanbul
ICCA’s Big Data Projects and plans
Fringe Meetings
Best Cities Alliance Review Meeting
Cornelia Ground
Onyx
Alliance of brain cities
Cornelia Ground
Topaz
Transfers from official hotels
Turkish Delights Night
Regnum Carya Golf Resort & Spa
Transfers to official hotels

12.30-14.00
14.00-17.30
14.00-15.30

15.30-16.00
16.00-17.30

17.45-18.45
19.30
20.00-00.00
From 22.00

Venue

Floor

Room
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ICCA Best Marketing Award 2014
Sponsored by Bedouk Event Sourcing Solutions
Susesi, ground floor, Istanbul
Presenter:

LOGO

Patrick Delaney, Director, SoulNua, Ireland

Judging Panel
Chairman:
Patrick Delaney, Director, SoulNua, Ireland
Members:
Valérie Charron, General Manager, Bedouk Event Sourcing Solutions, France
Juan José Garcia, Director of Marketing & Sales, Barcelo Congresos, Spain
Aileen Crawford, Head of Conventions, Glasgow City Marketing Bureau, United
Kingdom
Anna Gorska, Business Development Director, Warsaw International Expocentre
EXPO XXI, Poland
Finalists:

Introducing the finalists for this year’s ICCA Best Marketing Award – three
destination marketing organisations with impactful and successful campaigns
and concepts that couldn’t be more different, but each one with unique and
creative marketing ideas for ICCA members to learn from.
* Amsterdam Marketing: display the beauty in your statistical data to
enhance your leadership and energise your stakeholders!
* Monaco Convention Bureau: overcome negative stereotypes by twisting
clichés around to reposition your brand!
* Wonderful Copenhagen Convention Bureau: use quirky humour to
hammer home a serious sustainable message!
bma.iccaworld.com
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Programme Details – Tuesday 4 November

Tuesday Education – Morning Programme
Parallel sessions – 11.00-12.30
You can choose from one of the following:
TE01:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

TE02:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speaker:

Corporate meetings: Their evolution as a business tool
Susesi, Ground floor, Istanbul
Case studies + panel discussion
General interest, especially relevant for sales and marketing executives with
responsibility for corporate meetings
Top corporate meeting planners explain how their major meetings have
evolved to become more deeply integrated with company CRM systems, and
with strategic sales and development objectives, and have become powerful
tools for creating engaged communities of internal and external stakeholders,
both during and away from the events themselves. These major changes are
profoundly transforming the requirements of corporate events and planners in
ways that all suppliers need to understand if they are to be effective partners
and suppliers of meeting services.
Tina Altieri, Managing principle, Media Xchange Australasia (Max), Singapore
Kim Myhre, Senior Vice President International, Freeman XP, United Kingdom
Paul Salinger, Vice President Marketing, Oracle, U.S.A
Ben Goedegebuure, Global general manager EMEA, Maritz Travel Company, The
Netherlands
BrainTank!: Creative solutions for common problems
Susesi, First floor, Izmir
Workshop involving creative techniques
General interest, especially relevant for sales and marketing executives with
responsibility for corporate meetings
A creativity workshop with a big difference: we’ve designed it specifically
to produce concrete solutions for members who share common business
challenges! So whilst you’ll learn valuable new creativity techniques and theories
that can increase your organisation’s long-term capacity to innovate and solve
problems, you’ll also go home with actions you can immediately implement.
Do any of the following issues cause you sleepless nights? If so, please join us.
Do you have other big problems you’d like to address creatively – if these are
shared by other participants we’ll add them to the list during the session, so
again, please attend!
Common problems:
* I’m struggling to genuinely differentiate my destination/company/services.
* It’s difficult to motivate and inspire my staff/stakeholders/Board when
introducing new initiatives.
* How can we make a bigger impact at trade shows.
* How can I create a stronger city-wide team in my destination.
* We’re not very well known in the marketplace, but budgets are tight.
* How can I recruit the best possible new staff and keep my star performers.
Mike van der Vijver, Managing Partner, MindMeeting BV, The Netherlands
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Audience:
Description:

Speaker:

TE04:

Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:

Harnessing the power of location aware, proximity and wearable
computing for your event
Cornelia, Ground Floor, Citrine III
General Interest
The latest CES show was abuzz with hundreds of wearable computing products.
Tied closely to this are very significant advances in location-aware services
all of which hold very significant potential for events. The session will cover
the latest in this emerging field with lots of ideas and ways that they can be
applied to improve the participant experience including wearable/ultra-portable
products, automated badge printing/notification upon arrival, CME tracking
toold, iBeacons, geofencing options to provide attendee information or to
protect valuable equipment in site and more.
Corbin Ball, Chief Executive Officer, Corbin Ball Associates, U.S.A
Intellectual Capital: Theory and practice and its impact on destination
competitiveness
Susesi, Ground floor, Maksim
Presentation + roundtable discussion
General Interest
We are honoured to have with us Prof Günter Koch, one of the founders of
the New Club of Paris, Europe’s leading institution for the advancement and
understanding of the Knowledge Economy, which has influenced the thinking
in local and national governments, and the strategies of companies large
and small. He will give a lecture covering the background to the concept of
intellectual capital, how it can be used to clearly differentiate destinations and
to create competitive advantage, and how different countries are creating
strategies to strengthen their knowledge sectors and to incorporate intellectual
capital into their economic development strategies. This will be followed by
opportunities for ICCA members to discuss their own intellectual capital projects
and strategies, and to participate in a moderated discussion.
Elling Hamso, Managing partner, Event ROI Institute, Norway
Prof. Günter Koch, Intellectual Capital Expert, Co-founder of The New Club of
Paris
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TE05:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Panel:

TE06:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

TE07:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Panel:

Is “Unsafe’’ the “New Normal” for our industry?
Susesi, Ground floor, Antalya
Crowd panel / Round table discussion forum
General Interest, particularly relevant for delagtes responsible for policysetting, strategy planning and communication strategy.
Ebola; ISIS; terrorism threat levels and government travel advisories; war;
pandemics; earthquakes and flood!   Governments are increasing their threat
assessments, media coverage is becoming ever-darker and more frightening,
objectivity is lost in the face of terrible personal tales. No region of the world
is immune, no-one in the meetings industry can predict how badly their city or
their events could be impacted by a single high-profile incident.  Especially in
the light of recent geo-political and healthcare emergencies, ICCA has set up
this discussion where destinations, suppliers and clients can together discuss
how we can successful navigate our businesses through this increasingly
complex and challenging environment. The session will cover important issues
relating to policy setting, communication and marketing, and risk management
processes, drawing on the experiences of ICCA members who have faced these
issues and learnt valuable lessons.
Jan-Jaap In der Maur, Founder, Masters in Moderation, The Netherlands
Ksenya Boykova, Director General, Moscow Convention Bureau, Russia
Vichaya Soonthornsaratoon, Director Meetings, Incentives and Convention department
Özgül Özkan Yavuz, General Manager, Istanbul Convention and Visitors Bureau,
Turkey
ICCA data workshop – An Introduction
Susesi, First floor, Kastamonu
Hands on workshop
Delegates who are new to using ICCA’s Association Database
This workshop will provide a general introduction to ICCA’s unique online
Association Database including the Hot Leads, Key Contacts, Calendar and
other services which ICCA offers. You will learn how to use these research tools
through in-depth demonstrations and case studies.
For specific questions, or advanced research matters, you can book a half hour
one-on-one session with a researcher via SpotMe.
Brand new congress centre showcase
Cornelia Hotel, Ground floor, Citrine I
Case study presentations + panel discussion
General interest, especially relevant for members planning to design or build
new centres in future
Four newly-opened and under-construction congress centre representatives
will provide delegates with an inside view on their design concepts, business
models, and the features that make them unique, followed by a moderated
discussion on what new innovations will be likely to appear in your competitor
venues, how clients are becoming involved in the planning process for new
venues, and what are the biggest challenges that need to be overcome to bring
successful new centres from the drawing board onto the marketplace.
Larry Oltmanns, Design Director & CEO, Vx3 Architects, Strategists, Urban
Designers, United Kingdom
Julianne Jammers, managing Director, Swisstech Convention Centre, Switzerland
Kate Nedelina, International Marketing Manager, EXPO Forum, Russia
Trevor McCartney, General Manager, Oman Convention & Exhibition Centre
Adam Mather-Brown, General Manager, ICC Sydney, Australia
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TE08:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

Healthcare meetings: Hot issues
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine I
Half day mini conference
Relevant for all delegates involved in strategic decision makingrelated to this
sector
With discussions led by representatives from the key organisations involved in
regulation and compliance, EUCOMED, EFPIA, and IPCAA, plus top international
medical associations and PCOs specialising in the sector, this extended length
session will explore in depth some of the most critical issues and changes that
are occurring.   The legal, financial and business environment in which this
sector operates is currently undergoing a revolutionary transformation that
will influence medical meetings in all regions of the world, with challenging
implications for suppliers, destinations and associations. Areas under discussion
will include:
* Legislative and regulatory landscape in different parts of the world: situation
today and changes expected in the near future.
* CME supply and demand factors – will meetings continue as one of the
primary delivery methods for medical education?
* What other important factors are influencing the evolution of healthcare
meetings?
* Implications for the future of medical associations and the funding of their
events.
* Implications for destinations and venues.
* Future relationships and communication channels between legislators,
regulatory bodies, healthcare associations, pharma and medical device
industries, and meetings industry – how can we build a better model; how
can we ensure all parties understand the issues?
Betsy Bair, Content Director, Meetings Net, U.S.A
Christine Sainvil, Compliance Officer, EUCOMED, Belgium
Daniel Waigl, Executive Director, CIRSE / President, AC Forum, Austria
Martin Jensen, Co-president, IPCAA/Head of Global Congress and Events,
Lundbeck A/S, Denmark
Alessandro Cortese, Chief Executive Officer, European Society for Radiotherapy
and Oncology, Belgium
Lewis Miller, Principal, WentzMiller Global Services, U.S.A
Dr. Edwin Borman, Medical Director, Shrewsbury & Telford Hospitals NHS Trust
/Secretary General, Union Europeenne des Medecins Specialistes, United
Kingdom
Salvatore Di Somma, Director Emergency Medicine, GREAT Network, Italy
Christian Mutschlechner, Managing Director, Vienna Convention Bureau, Austria
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Programme Details – Tuesday 4 November

Tuesday Education – Afternoon Programme
Parallel sessions – 14.00-15.30
You can choose from one of the following:
TE09:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

TE10:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Finalists:

Big Data Part 1: The big picture
Susesi, Ground floor, Istanbul
Presentation, case studies, Round Table discussions
General interest
Big data is the big story across the world today, in marketing, in research, in
debates about privacy, amongst IT experts, and increasing amongst the general
public. Andrea Doyon, ICCA’s partner in our own Big Data projects (covered in
Big Data Part 2), will explain why the issue is becoming so important to business,
politicians, and social commentators, what companies and countries are doing to
take advantage of the new tools, data sources and opportunities, and why ICCA
members need to develop their own strategies and investment plans. A selection
of ICCA members will then highlight interesting Big Data related projects or
opportunities that they have discovered or been involved in, to showcase how the
meetings industry is taking advantage of the changes, and there will be chance for
further discussion and information exchange in Round Table format. Please note,
this session will not go into ICCA’s products and plans.
Juan José Garcia, Director of Marketing and Sales, Barceló Congresos
Andrea Doyon, Chief Innovation Officer, Human equation, Canada
Julie Watterston, Owner, Watterston Associates Ltd., United Kingdom
PR Excellence: Learning from the best
Susesi, Ground floor, Maksim
Case studies + Round Table discussions
Executives responsible for marketing, PR and communication strategy
The shortlisted finalists in the annual ICCA/IMR Best PR Award cannot put
themselves forward for consideration: their work has to be apparent to our
panel of judges who spend the year monitoring online and print media to see
which ICCA members are gaining the best coverage and the strongest brand
profiling.  A selection of those shortlisted members, along with media company
experts, will use these best practice examples in this session to highlight the
key principles in obtaining brilliant PR coverage, and to give practical advice to
improve your current performance. ICCA believes that PR is the least utilised
weapon in our members’ marketing mix, especially when combined with
social media channels, and yet it is one of the most cost-effective and easy to
implement. Please attend this session if you want to dramatically improve your
market visibility without breaking your marketing budget!
James Lancaster, Managing Editor, CAT Publications, United Kingdom
* Wonderful Copenhagen
* Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Company
* German Convention Bureau
* Malaysian Convention and Exhibition Bureau
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Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

TE12:
Format:
Audience:

Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:

What to do when your destination is ‘Too Small’ for your biggest events
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine III
Case Studies + round table discussion
General interest, especially relevant for Destination Marketing Sector
This session examines a very common problem facing destinations whenever
their largest events take place, through three very different perspectives.
Every four years the small Swedish city of Jonkoping hosts the world’s largest
forestry industry event (Elmia WOOD) that requires far more rooms than they
could ever build: they’ve developed a range of innovative solutions to solve
this challenge, with lessons that others can easily adopt. Mega sporting events
such as the Olympics and World Cup are increasingly turning to cruise ships
to solve some of their short-term accommodation needs; we’re delighted to
welcome back Didier Scaillet, known to many members from previous senior
roles in our industry, who is now a top executives in CLIA, to explain how this
trend is developing. Finally, everyone has heard about the astonishing growth
of Airbnb, the disruptive, room booking company that is providing a totally
new accommodation concept; we’ll explore how relevant this is to the needs of
meeting planners, and whether it is a threat or an opportunity to our industry.
The issues raised by our speakers will be discussed in small groups, before a
general open discussion on key concerns.
Roy Sheppard, Proprietor, royspeaks.com, United Kingdom
André Petzold, Project Manager, Destination Jönköping, Sweden
Didier Scaillet, Vice President, CLIA (Cruise Lines International), Luxembourg
Adriana Spitteler, Director, A111 Power of Conference Service Ltd, Canada
Practical ways to win more corporate meeting bookings
Susesi, Ground floor, Antalya
Presentation + workshop
Particularly relevant for sales directors and managers from Venues Sector, also
useful for Destination Marketing executives who generate sales leads for local
hotels
Practical, concrete, impactful advice on how to improve your efficiency and
effectiveness in identifying and winning the right type of corporate meetings
for your venue or destination’s venue partners. After a highly successful
international meetings agency career, David Hackett has been training top
sales teams and mentoring industry leaders across UK, Europe and Middle
East, with the simple objective of improving their sales performance in the
face of increased competition, shrinking human and financial resources, and
increasingly complex sales and communication channels.
Ivo Franschitz, Owner & Creative Director, Destination Management & Consulting
gesmbh, Austria
David Hackett, Managing Director, Meetings Guru Ltd/Meetings Industry
Meeting Needs United Kingdom
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Programme Details – Tuesday 4 November

TE13:
Audience:
Description:

Speaker:

Meetings industry advocacy: How loudly are you shouting?
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine II
Senior executives involved in advocacy projects and strategy
Rod will provide a global overview of the latest tools and available data, and
introduce case studies on how venues and convention bureaux have organised
successful advocacy campaigns, followed by exercises to help delegates identify
concrete solutions to their own advocacy challenges.
Rod Cameron, Executive Director, JMIC, Belgium

Tuesday Education – Afternoon programme
Parallel sessions – 16.00-17.30
You can choose from one of the following
TE14:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

ICCA’s got talent!
Susesi, First floor, Izmir
Showcase + open discussion
General interest
At the 2013 Congress we ran a very successful “Talent Show” format session
with the same title, focusing on delegates’ talents in the performing arts. This
year we’re exploring examples of how to identify and encourage other talents
within your organisation that can be used to motivate staff, gain competitive
business advantage and differentiate your offerings, or that ought to simply
be celebrated as part of the human spirit! Artists and sports experts, gourmet
chefs and winemakers, origami gurus and vintage car restorers, historians and
multi-linguists, all are to be found within the ICCA community, but only some
of these talents are being utilised by their companies and organisations. At a
time when traditional business resources are constantly under pressure, finding
new ways to unlock the talent in your workforce is a great way to get ahead of
the competition. Join us to be amazed at the interests and skills of your fellow
delegates!
Eric de Groot, Managing partner, MindMeeting BV, The Netherlands
Mike van der Vijver, Managing partner, MindMeeting BV, The Netherlands
Ronald Kötteritzsch, Head of Marketing, Messe Leipzig, Germany
James Rees, Executive Director Conferences & Events, ExCel London, United
Kingdom
Steve Mackenzie, Vice President Global Channel, etouches, U.S.A
Cécile Hodson, International Development Manager, Lille Grand Palais, France
Maria da Graça Luís, Director of Operations, JC Destination Management
Company
Aleksandra Mandic-Kauzlaric, Project Manager, Zagreb Tourist Board and
Convention Bureau, Croatia
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Audience:
Description:

Speaker:

TE16:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Speaker:

TE17:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

How you can help associations reach more participants with hybrid
events?
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine II
Venues, PCO’s and CVB’s with organising support
Join this 90-minute interactive pressure-cooker and learn how to become a
knowledge-able counterpart for associations who want to leverage the potential
of the virtual world: live-streaming, hybrid events, Social Media and so much
more. These online technologies make the core purpose of associations,
information sharing and learning, much easier, more fun and cheaper than
ever. They are powerful tools that will help delegates to pass on their gained
knowledge to their teams back home.
Inspired by real-world cases and examples, you will go through the process of
setting up a ‘virtual strategy’ for a large association congress. While addressing
the different strategic considerations, you will automatically come across the
practical implications for organizers, venues and participants. After this session,
your future association clients will love you for asking them the right questions
on their journey to increase the reach and engagement through hybrid events.
Gerrit Heijkoop, Executive Partner / Presenter, LiveOnlineEvents, The
Netherlands
Moderators, facilitators, rapporteurs – key roles in the modern meeting
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine III
Presentation + Rountable Discussion
General interest
New theoretical concepts and better understanding of meeting design and
delegate psychology are creating new requirements for some of the key roles
that enable meetings to function effectively. This session explores in depth the
impact of the moderator in creating successful events, and asks why this role
and other functions such as knowledge curators, rapporteurs and facilitators
are increasingly becoming more important than the actual presenters and
panellists.
Jan-Jaap In der Maur, Founder, Masters in Moderation, The Netherlands
ICCA Data Wokshop: An Introduction
Susesi, First floor, Kastamonu
Hands on workshop
Delegates who are new to using ICCA’s association database
The workshop will provide a general introduction to ICCA’s unique online
Association Database including the Hot Leads, Key Contacts, Calendar and
other services which ICCA offers. You will learn how to use these research tools
through in-depth demonstrations and case studies.
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Programme Details – Tuesday 4 November

TE18:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

Big Data Part 2: ICCA’s big data projects and plans
Susesi, Ground floor, Istanbul
Presentation + general Q&A
General interest, especially relevant for all members involved in association
bidding and Ambassador Programmes
This session will explain in detail ICCA’s strategy for developing Big Data
resources to enhance and expand our association research capacity far beyond
the private data held within the ICCA Association Database; so that instead
of simply providing ICCA members with data on 19,000 regularly occurring
association meetings, they can now access literally tens of millions of records
about potential key contacts within those associations. We will also formally
launch the new Edition 2 of the Big Data Search tool, which will offer significant
improvements over Edition 1 which was only launched in June this year. Our
first Big Data tool was the most quickly-adopted ICCA product ever, with
amazing user statistics and great anecdotal feedback. Marco and David will also
be introducing our early plans for Edition 3, which is planned to be launched in
the second half of 2015, and will give members the chance to provide their own
ideas for future Big Data projects that ICCA could consider within its investment
plans.
Juan José Garcia, Director of Marketing and Sales, Barceló Congresos, Spain
Marco van Itterzon, Director Research, ICCA, The Netherlands
Andrea Doyon, Chief Innovation Officer, Human Equation, Canada
David Brochu, Chief Strategy Officer, Human Equation, Canada

Welcome Messages
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SpotMe is the trusted event app platform and
global app partner, helping clients transform
high-stakes meetings and events into
interactive, engaging experiences. Event
professionals from Intel, PwC, Red Hat,
Novartis, ESOT, and other organizations rely
on SpotMe to drive ideation, networking, team
building, strategy rollouts, and education.
Since 2001, SpotMe teams have worked
hand-in-hand with over 3,500 event
production teams, serving 1M participants on
location around the globe. From this firsthand
experience, SpotMe offers a proven portfolio
of tools, activities, and methodologies, plus
unrivaled expertise to easily design, develop,
and produce that extra special custom activity.

GET IN TOUCH AND
LET’S TALK EVENT!
Lausanne • Chicago • Singapore

www.spotme.com
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Programme Details – Wednesday 5 November

Time

Description

09.00-16.00
09.15-10.15
10.15-11.00
11.00-12.30

Registration
Susesi
First
Copenhagen-Denmark Lecture
Susesi
Ground
Coffee Break			
Education sessions
WE01: International association
Cornelia Ground
strategies for going global
WE02: The Future of Now:
Susesi
Ground
Busines predictions for the star
contributors to Social Media Week
WE03: Small and Nimble
Cornelia Ground
WE04: Emerging models of
Cornelia Ground
“association type’’ meetings
WE05: Tomorrows competitive city:
Susesi
Ground
Alternative strategies for economic
development
WE06: ICCA tools training:
Susesi
First
How to use Big Data, statistics tool and
the PR kit
Lunch
Susesi
Which
floor?
Education Sessions
WE07: New models of collaboration
Cornelia Ground
WE08: CRM systems for destinations and Susesi
Ground
venues in the age of mobile and social
WE09: How to stop really annoying
Cornelia Ground
your meeting clients
WE10: All or nothing – getting things right Susesi
Ground
during the final presentation
Coffee Break			
Closing Session
Susesi
Ground
Next destination reception:
Susesi
Ground
Argentina 2015

12.30-14.00
14.00-15.30

15.30-16.00
16.00-17.00
17.00-18.00

Venue

Floor

Room
Foyer
Istanbul

Citrine I
Maksim

Citrine III
Citrine II
Antalya

Kastamonu

Turquoise
Restaurant
Citrine II
Antalya
Citrine I
Maksim

Istanbul
Foyer
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Proudly sponsored by the
Audience:
Description:

Speaker:

ICCA Members

LOGO

General interest
Magnus Lindkvist is a trendspotter and futurologist from Sweden who spends
his time thinking about how we think (and should) about the future. In his
books and talks, he practices, ”intellectual acupuncture” aiming to put needles
in our thinking to create a rush of blood to the head. In this session, he will
outline how everything we know today is wrong, what we can all learn from
a Swedish 80’s pop duo and why he got his children to lick 9 volt batteries.
Prepare to get enlightened, inspired and future-shocked.
Magnus Lindkvist, Trendspotter, Futurologist, Magnus Lindkvist AB, Switzerland

Wednesday Education – Morning Programme
Parallel sessions – 11.00-12.30
You can choose from one of the following:
WE01:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Panel:

International association strategies for going global
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine I
General interest
Each year we invite a different group of international association leaders to
discuss how they are creating their strategies to meet the association’s and
their members’ global objectives, and how international meetings fit into
these strategies. Each year this session generates new insights into how the
association sector is developing: new competitive pressures, new business
models, new regional priorities, entirely new business objectives! Understanding
these issues is vital for any destination or company wishing to win a larger
share of the international association meetings market, as is understanding the
mentality and motivations of association and their leaders.
Roy Sheppard, Conference Moderator, Relationships Author and Speaker,
RoySpeaks.com, United Kingdom
Tomris Ozben, Chair, IFCC, Turkey
Brenda Sanderson, Executive Director, Interaction Design Association, U.S.A
Jakob Konsyz, Director Global Development, ASAE, U.S.A
Joyce Dogniez, Director of Chapters, Internet Society, Luxembourg
Christian Feichtinger, Executive Director, International Astronautical Federation,
France
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Programme Details – Wednesday 5 November

WE02:

Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:

WE03:
Format:
Audience:

Description:

Moderator:
Panel:

The Future of Now: Business predictions from the star contributors to
Social Media Week
Susesi, Ground floor, Maksim
Presentation + Round Table discussions + general Q&A
General interest
Toby Daniels is the founder of Social Media Week, a multi-city event of over
40,000 delegates. He has now co-edited a book called, ‘On! The Future of
Now - Making sense of our always on, always connected world’ which is filled
with the cutting edge business insights from the star speakers from this event.
Any members who want to understand the pressures and dramatic changes
that are destroying established companies and opening up new competitive
opportunities should attend this session. Anyone who wants to understand new
consumer thinking and behaviour, or who is thinking about the pressures that
are shaping the future of our own industry should join in the discussions that
will follow Toby’s presentation.
Gerrit Heijkoop, Partner, Live Online Events / How Can I Be Social?,
the Netherlands
Toby Daniels, Chief Executive Officer / Co-Founder, Crowdcentric, U.S.A
Small and Nimble
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine III
Case studies + round table discussion
Designed for marketing executives from any Sector; especially relevant for
smaller companies and destinations, particularly relevant for members from
smaller destinations and venues and entrepreneurial companies.
This session will share great examples of how small companies and cities can
out-compete larger rivals by making use of the natural advantages that come
from their size: personality, flexibility, speed, passion and how they can network
with one another to overcome the economies of scale of larger rivals.
Gary Grimmer, Chief Executive Officer, Gaining Edge, Australia
Julie Watterston, Owner, Watterston Associates Ltd., United Kingdom
Ella Näsi, Convention director, Tampere Convention Bureau, Finland
Miha Kovacic, Director, Slovenian Convention Bureau, Slovenia
Sarah Fleming, Managing Director, Fleming Associates, United Kingdom
Marta Wisniewska, Coordinator, Gdansk Convention Bureau, Poland
Ryoji Maeshima, Senior Deputy Director, Business Development Manager,
Marketing & Research MEETING PLACE FUKUOKA, Japan
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Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:

WE05:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speaker:

WE06:
Format:
Description:

Emerging models of ‘association type’ meetings – new opportunities
and risks
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine II
Case studies + round table discussion
General interest, especially relevant to sales and marketing executives
Social media groups are organising more and more face-to-face events; groups of
researchers are setting up conferences which require significant intellectual input
in order to attend; dissatisfied doctors are overcoming a lack of deep attention
to specific issues or specialisations within their professional associations by
creating their own international meetings. Everywhere there are signs of new
business models emerging, events which crossover between traditional disciplines,
and a new breed of organisers and owners. This means there will be important
new business opportunities for ICCA members, particularly if they can act as a
partner to help set up such new events, but potentially some associations and
their traditional meetings may suffer because of increased competition for both
delegates and sponsors. We’ll hear about a number of interesting case studies,
find out what were the motivating factors behind the creation of these new events,
and discuss what changes mean for both suppliers and international associations.
Eric de Groot, Partner, MindMeeting b.V, The Netherlands
Salvatore Di Somma, Director Emergency Medicine, GREAT Network, Italy
Brenda Sanderson, Executive Director, Interaction Design Association, U.S.A
Tomorrow’s competitive city: Alternative strategies for economic
development
Presentation + Round Table discussions
General interest, especially relevant for top executives from Destination
Marketing Sector
As a global expert and adviser to governments and multinational companies on
economic development strategies for cities, Greg Clark provides new perspectives
on what will determine future competitive advantage between cities. “Liveability”,
sustainability, connectivity, are some of the key concepts; companies and the public
sector are in the process of exploring new collaborative models, communities need
to be fully engaged, and cultural and intellectual assets all need to be nurtured and
managed.  Many of Greg’s examples and proposals, whilst not specifically about the
meetings industry, will provide stimulating new ways for ICCA members to think
about how they can market their city’s assets more effectively, and also how they can
contribute towards creating as stronger competitive position for their destination.
Ulrike von Arnold, Deputy Director, Vienna Convention Bureau, Austria
Greg Clark, Chairman, OECD, Global Fellow of Metropolitan Programme and
Global Cities Initiative, Influential Advisor, World Bank Metropolitan Planning
Lab, United Kingdom
ICCA tools Training – How to use Big Data, statistics tool and the PR Kit
Susesi, First floor, Kastamonu
Hands on workshop
Learn hands-on from experienced ICCA Research staff how to find local
champions with the Big Data feature in the ICCA Association Database. Plus,
make your own statistics via the ICCA Statistics Tool and learn how to analyse
over half a century of association meetings data. Finally, discover how to make
the most of the ICCA PR Kit, your key to fantastic media coverage.
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Wednesday Education – Afternoon Programme
Parallel Sessions – 14.00-15-30
You can choose from one of the following:
WE07:
Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

WE08:

Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Speakers:

New models of collaboration
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine II
Case studies + Round Table discussions
General interest; especially relevant for strategists + senior marketing and
sales executives
This session has become an annual ICCA Congress tradition, each year not only
discussing new examples of collaboration in our industry, but also revisiting
some of the previously covered concepts and projects to find out how well
they are performing years later, reflecting the fact that partnerships and teams
evolve over time. This year we’re delighted to showcase Social Media Week,
possibly the world’s most collaborative event, held simultaneously in up to a
dozen (mainly ICCA represented) cities and involving tens of thousands of live
and online participants. We’ll also be looking at two very different partnership
strategies followed by congress centres, and catching up with how previously
featured Future Convention Cities Initiative is evolving.
Michel Couturier, President, Marketing Challenges International, U.S.A
Toby Daniels, Founder, Social Media Week, Chief Executive Officer, CrowdCentric,
U.S.A
Maureen O’Crowley, Vice President, Seoul convention Bureau, South Korea
Karen Bolinger, Chief Executive Officer, Melbourne Convention Bureau, Australia
CRM systems for destinations and venues in the age of mobile and
social
Susesi, Ground floor, Antalya
General interest; especially relevant for senior executives responsible for their
company’s CRM strategy
Most customer/client relationship management (CRM) systems were designed
in and for a time before mobile and social media became dominant forms of
business communication, and before website monitoring tools were capable
of analysing individual visits by potential clients. What new innovations have
recently been or are in the process of being introduced into CRM systems, what
future enhancements would marketers like to see introduced, and what new
products are on the horizon or are already being used in other industries
Jan-Jaap In der Maur, Founder, Masters in Moderation, The Netherlands
Rich Reasons, President, Simpleview inc. U.S.A
Karyl Barnes, Executive Vice President, Development Councillors International,
U.S.A
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Format:
Audience:
Description:

Moderator:
Leaders:

WE10:

How to stop really annoying your meeting clients
Cornelia, Ground floor, Citrine I
Panel + Round Table discussions
General interest
Each year we invite a different group of international association leaders to
discuss how they are creating their strategies to meet the associations and
their members’ global objectives, and how international meetings fit into
these strategies. Each year this session generates new insights into how the
association sector is developing: new competitive pressures, new business
models, new regional priorities, entirely new business objectives! Understanding
these issues is vital for any destination or company wishing to win a larger
share of the international association meetings market, as is understanding the
mentality and motivations of associations and their leaders.
Elling Hamso, Managing Partner, ROI Institute, Norway
Corporate and Association clients

All or nothing – getting things right during the final presentation
Susesi, Ground floor, Maksim
Format:
Presentation + experiential workshop
Audience:
General interest but of particular relevance to event and contract bid leaders
Description: We’ve all been there: a final bid against tough competition to win a vital contract
or the bid to host a strategically important international meeting. Sometimes
we win, sometimes we lose, but always there’s a feeling that more could have
been done to make a better impact or to sway the decision-makers rationally
or emotionally. There are numerous “tricks of the trade” that can make a
massive difference, and in this session communication expert and regular ICCA
Congress contributor Tina Altieri will share her best tips and tricks. How can you
turn “question time” into “conviction time”, how can you emotionally empathize
with the concerns of key decision-makers, how can your team’s body language
shout out “champions” instead of “anonymous”!
Speaker:
Tina Altieri, Managing Principal, Media Australasia Xchange (MAX), Singapore
Supported by: Ian Whiteling, Editor, Meeting the World, United Kingdom
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Local Host Committee

Nizamettin ŞEN – Antaya Convention Bureau – Local Host Committee President
Ministry of Culture and Tourism of Republic of Turkey - Ömer ÇELİK (Minister)
Governorship of Antalya - Muammer TÜRKER (Governor)
Antalya Metropolitan Municipality - Menderes Mehmet Tevfik TÜREL (Mayor)
Antalya Chamber of Commerce and Industry - Çetin Osman BUDAK (President)
Akdeniz University - Akın AKSU (Dean)
Akdeniz Hotelliers Association - Yusuf HACISÜLEYMAN (President of the Board)
Antalya Convention Bureau - Sinan İNAN (Director)
Cornelia Hotels - Zafer ALKAYA (General Manager)
Halic Congress Center - Handan BOYCE (General Manager)
ICF Airports - Abdullah KELEŞ (Board Member)
ICF Airports - Yaşar DÖNGEL (Board Member)
İstanbul Convention and Visitors Bureau - Özgül ÖZKAN YAVUZ (General Manager)
İstanbul Convention Center - İhsan GEMİCİ (Assistant Sales and Marketing Director)
İzmir Convention and Visitors Bureau - Kerim GÜLEÇ (Director)
Kenes Turkey - Sadık ÇAĞLAR (Managing Director)
SunExpress - Emre BAHTOĞLU (Sales and Marketing Manager)
Susesi Luxury Resort - Dede AKKAŞ (Director of Sales and Marketing)
Turkish Airlines - Nesrin GÜLEY (Group and Conventions Manager)

Sound & Light - AV - Cooperate Events - Stage Sets - Product Launches - Wedding Entertainment - Decoration - Themed Parties
www.aty.com.tr / aty@aty.com.tr
Headoffice:Ayazağa mah. Kemerburgaz cad. No:10/2 34396 Sarıyer Istanbul Turkey
Branch Office : Al quiz 3 No:8 Str 6A PO.Box124839 Dubai UAE
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Long Standing ICCA Members

This year, the following companies have been ICCA members for 20, 30 or 40 years. ICCA would
like to thank them for their loyalty and support over the years.
40 years
CCH - Congress Center Hamburg
Thailand Convention & Exhibition Bureau
Meetings & Exhibitions Hong Kong
30 years
Japan Convention Services, Inc. (INCON Group)
Congress Center Basel
Bournemouth International Centre -BICSao Paulo Turismo S/A
Barcelona Convention Bureau
Melbourne Convention Bureau
Congress Frankfurt
Osaka Government Tourism Bureau
Vancouver Convention Centre
austrian national tourist office /abcn -austrian business & convention network
Strasbourg Evenements
20 years
Jakarta Convention & Exhibition Bureau
Atlanta Congress
Palacio de Congresos de Madrid
Maritim Hotel and Congress Centrum Bonn
Business Solutions Disneyland Paris
VisitDenmark
Croatian Convention and Incentive Bureau
Cairns Convention Centre
Tokyo International Forum Co., Ltd.

Acknowledgements

ICCA Business Partners
ICCA is proud to be strategically collaborating with Bedouk Event Sourcing Solutions, CAT
Publications, EIBTM/Reed Travel Exhibitions, IMEX, International Meetings Review and Spotme
to develop continuously improving commercial benefits for ICCA members world-wide.

Liability
The Local Host Committee and ICCA act as agents only in securing hotels, transport and travel
services and in no event shall be liable for acts or defaults in the event of injury, damage, loss,
accident, delay or irregularity of any kind whatsoever during arrangements organised through
contractors or the employees of such contractors in carrying out services. Hotel and transportation
services are subject to the terms and conditions under which they are offered to the public in
general. The Local Host Committee reserves the right to make changes where deemed necessary,
without prior notice to parties concerned. All disputes are subject to Turkish law.
Disclaimer
ICCA reserves the right to make changes to the programme if necessary. ICCA is not responsible
or liable for non-delivery of services beyond its control.
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ICCA and the Turkey Local Host Committee would like to thank the sponsors for their
very generous support :
Akdeniz Hoteliers Association
Argentina Host Committee 2015
ATY GROUP Special Event Management
Bedouk Event Sourcing Solutions
B Zone Wireless Services
CAT Publications
Cornelia Diamond Golf Resort & Spa
Danish ICCA members
EIBTM/Reed Travel Exhibitions
Eventsforce Solutions Ltd.
HQ Magazine
ICF Airports
IMEX
International Meetings Review
İstanbul Convention & Visitors Bureau
Kenes Turkey
Konnect
Meetology Group
Ministry of Culture and Tourism of Republic of Turkey
My Staff Human Resources
Oman Ministry of Tourism
Parthen
Regnum Carya Golf and Spa Resort
Sena Tourism
Shanghai Municipal Tourism Organisation
Sixt
South Africa Tourism
Spectrum Event Technologies
SpotMe
Susesi Luxury Resort
Titanic Deluxe Belek
Turkish Airlines
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International Congress and Convention Association

54th ICCA Congress
Buenos Aires, Argentina
31 Oct. - 04 Nov. 2015

Argentina is ready for
ICCA Congress 2015
www.congress2015.iccaworld.com
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What makes Istanbul one of world’s Top 10
conference destination?
İstanbul is one of the most visited places in the world, a central hub connecting East and West,
blending the past and the future, bringing together cultures and people from all over the world.
İstanbul, the city on two continents, capital of three empires, is historically dynamic, with
exciting shopping facilities, a vibrant cultural scene and a world class dining that are as
appealing and memorable as its over 8,500 years of civilization.

www.icvb.org
facebook.com/IstanbulCVB
twitter.com/istanbul_cvb

ORGANISING A
MAJOR CONVENTION?
CON VENTION S PLUS, FROM THE
WOR LD’S L ARGEST INTER NATIONAL
AIR LINE NE T WORK, CAN HELP YOU.
Are you organising a major international convention? Expecting
delegates from all over the globe? Looking for a simple one-stop
solution for your delegates’ travel needs?
Welcome to Conventions Plus.
This Star Alliance product provides a travel solution for major
conventions, ensuring delegates can travel to your conference from
any airport on the Star Alliance network on a discounted fare.
With over 18,500 flights every day, serving 1,316 destinations across
192 countries, our 27 member airlines are confident that we can
meet your travel needs.
As the organiser, you have a single point of contact for all convention
flight arrangements and a performance-linked incentive plan offering
credits against your own travel costs. Even better, we provide a tool
that allows each delegate to go online and book their own flights,
freeing you of the need to get involved with every individual’s travel
plans.
For more information, please visit our website at
www.staralliance.com/conventionsplus

www.staralliance.com
Information correct as of 08/2014

